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CHAPTE;R I 
INTJr;>WCTION AND SURVEY OF Tm: LITERATURE 
The present paper is conaerttea w;Lth the study of varj,ables affect-
ing visual search of a moving field of letters. 
The ability to scan, sear~h, ~d e~ract the desired or required 
infoffl8.t1on from. the e~roment cannot be visually re&;li,ied unless the 
.. ' 
indi~dual has the capacity to di,scrim::1.nat.e visual :patterns of stimula-
ti~n in a dynamic envirolllQ.ent. This is to sar, the ab:Uity to disi;,rim.i ... 
~ate forms quicta,y and accurately has obvious ~i~nificance for the 
individual's moment-ioby-m.oment respQ~ing to contim,ial changes in a dy. 
nam;i.c environment. 
In most psychologicai rese,~h this ability has usiially been 
studied under the rubric of visual search behavior. These visual search 
tasks may be generally described as utili,i:ng multiple stimul.i from 
which the §.' sl must locate or identj,fy a ~rticul.ar sti~us 9r a parti ... 
cular set of st~~i as dictated by!• 
The experj,m•nt~ stu,dy of vi~al search behavior can be justified 
by the predominate rtle it plays in various occupational situations. 
Some exampl,es: (1) An industri~l M$11Ufacturipg apf)Ucation Wt>uld be 
found in the qu,ali.ty control procedun;,s utilized tp visually detect :i.m ... 
;perfections in a giv•n prqduct. (2) A militan- application of this 
1In this dissertati<m the letter "S" :t"efe:i,s to tlle experimental 
subject who is under,oing testing and "E" refers to the experimenter 
wh9 is conducting the study. 
1 
skill is required in aerifl]. reconnaissance in detecting enemy targets. 
(J) An important medical application is the vif;Ual search behavior 
neqessary to conduct a microscopic examinatio~ of a specimen tor diag-
nostic purposes. 
A visual search in the context of this paper is defined as the pro. 
cess ot a search tor a visual form or s~us, wh:i,le ignoring a moving 
and potentially distracting or irrelevant back~round conte~. 
The tasks usually empl.01ed in laboratory studies require the .2,s to 
conduct a disorete sea;roh tor a p:redetel'!IP,ned fornJ,.~r target (Underwood, 
i966). For example, a letter is placed in an array of more or less 
similar letters, and upon ident~~cation of the target letter; the! !s _ 
:required to make an appropriatE:l resp0nse, Various types of stimulus ma-
terials have been used in vi~al. -searo~ ~sks. However, a greater n'Qlllber 
or studies have em.p].qyed lette:rs as s~lus materµ.].. These studies 
have typically exposed letter strings for short durations by tachisto .... 
scopic devices, and du~ng the exposµre of the stilrJ.ulus required the .2,s 
to cond~ct a viSl;lal search of tlle material. ~ pqssible letter strings 
are shown j.n Figure 1. 
Other studies (Neisser, 1964) have utiliied letters printed in 
lists. FigQ.~e 2 illustr~tes an abbreviated list of letters that have 
been u,sed by ~e:isser iP studyj.~ scanni:ng proeesses~ The §.'s expe;riment ... 
al task was to scan the list using a directional search technique, ie., 
from left to right for each line ot letters and .frQm top to bottom for 
the S\1.cceec;Jing lines. Even though both of these approaches involve a 
s~tig display or m.ater141, the search ta~k of each of these may be 
further ditf~ren1;,iated on the ~~is ot whether eye movement is required 
in carrying out the seJrQh ~sk. 
From an analysis of the literature Sl,lrVeyed, it is possiple to 
p 
K 
I 
A 
(1) B 
C 
T 
G 
Figu.re l• 
(1) 
EHYP 
SWIQ 
UFCJ 
WBYH 
OGTX 
GWVX 
TWLN 
XJBU 
UDXI 
HSFT 
VSCQ 
SDJU 
ZHFK 
Figu.re 2. 
(2) G T C B A I K P 
Sample letter strings used in tachistoscopic 
displays. In No. l the letters are ar-
ranged on a vertical plane, and No. 2 the 
letters are arranged on a horizontal plane. 
(2) 
ZVMBQL 
HSQJMF 
ZTJVQR 
RDQTFM 
TQVBSX 
MSRQXV 
ZHQBTL 
ZJTQXL 
LHQVXM 
FVQHMS 
MTSDQL 
TZDFQB 
FWIZT 
Stimulus letter lists as used by Neisser. 
In list No. 1 the target letter is the 
letter "IC". In list No. 2 the target 
is the line which does not contain the 
letter "Q". 
3 
4 
Qlassify search tasks not only according to subject matter investigated, 
'bu.t also in terms of the presence or absence of eye movement (fixed or 
~rsuit) and upon the field oonf'iguration (fixed or moving). To the 
WZ'iter's knowledge there have been few laboratory studies investigating 
the effects of field movement in a visual search task (Jenkins, 1954), 
and it is under this condition that visual search behavior is primarily 
investigated in this paper. Therefore, the follow1.ng review of the 
literature will be discussed, where applicable, according to the follow-
ing classifications: 
1) Field Condition 
a. Static 
b. Dynamic 
2) Eye Movement 
a .. Fixed 
bo Pursuit 
Static Field-Fixed ;§ye Movement. Tachistosoopic presentation of 
material can be said to involve a passive type of visual search techni-
que. It characteristically does not involve any eye moveme~t to scan 
the externally presented materialo In fact, this mode of presentation 
is often utilized to eliminate eye movem~nt as an undesired source of 
variance. Eye movement has often proved itself to be unpredictable, 
even when repeated measures are made on the saI!').e .§.sand on the same 
stilllllli. The usual procedures in tachistoscopic studies require the.§. 
to visually fixate on a point designated by the .§, before exposure of 
the stimulus is made. Then the display is exposed for a duration that 
is too short to allow a change in the ['s fixation. Most studies have 
used exposure times of 100 milliseconds or less to prevent changes in 
fixation. studies by Harcum (1966), Crovitz (1965), Winnick and Bruder 
(1968), Averbach and Coriell (1961), Haber and Hershenson (1965) are 
representative studies using this type of static field and fixed eye 
configuration in their investigative procedures. 
5 
The experimental rationale for taohistosoopic presentations and how 
they are related to normal visual processes in perception is 'explained 
on the basis of saccadio eye movemento W:>odworth (1950), states that in 
the normal process of perceiving material, the eyes do not provide a 
continual :l.nput of undistorted retinal images. In normal perception the 
eye will fixate on one part of the stimulus for a period, and this is 
interrupted by a rapid shift of fixation to another portion of the stimu-
lus or back to the same pointa These shorter periods of shifting are 
called saccadic movements of which there is no voluntary control. Olring 
these brief periods of movement, the retinal in!age is distorted due to 
an inadequate exposure time., It is only then, during these longer 
periods of fixation that the retina is stimulated adequately and can 
produce a clear imageo Therefore, tachistoscopic exposures, shorter 
than 100 milliseconds, are very analogous to the image produced by these 
brief presentations on the retina when the eye is motionless. Hence, 
these tasks utilizing a tachistoscope for visual search study can be 
thought as incorporating a passive eye movement scanning process with a 
static display of stimu.lio This does not deny that some kind of inter-
nalized scanning may also occuro 
Static Field..Saccadic Eye Movemento Search tasks involving lists 
of material to be scanned can be characterized as involving an active 
scanning process with a. static display. Studies by Gibson and Yonas 
(1966), Neisser and Beller (1965), and Kaplan, Yonas, and Shurcliff 
(1966), serve as examples. Eye movement responses to the visual stimuli 
may be classified as "saccadic" when there are rapid changes in the 
fixation point as required in the above mentioned studies. These studies 
6 
used lists of material to be scanned using techniques similar to that 
involved 1a normal reading behaviore For the.§. to process the stimulus 
material he must move his eyes and shift his fixation point to scan the 
entire stimulus displayo This task is usually accomplished by instruct-
ing the 2. to start at the top of the list and scan downward until he 
identifies the target stimulus. 
There are two other possible variants of an experimental scarutlng 
task according to this system of classificationo One involves a static 
scan with a moving display of the stimulus materialo The other involves 
both an active scan and movement of the viewing fieldo Thus, there is 
both movement on the part of the 2. and the stimulus set. The eye move-
ments involved in this situation may be classified as "pursuit move-
ments", Woodworth (1938)0 In this example not only must the§. change 
his fixation points relative to the physical dimension of the stimulus; 
he must also "track'' the display as it moves through space. A great 
portion of the individual's daily behavior involves movement; either his 
own movement or his immediate environment, or commonly a combination of 
botho Thus, the variable of a moving field was felt to deserve a closer 
inspection of the part it plays in perceptiono 
Another approach in reviewing the literature on visual search tasks 
is in terms of the problems investigated and subject mattero The ma-
jority of research concerned with visual search tasks have been directed 
toward problems associated with innnediate memory variables and ~e ca-
pacity of immediate (short term.) memory itself as it .functions in this 
type task .. The typical studies have presented §.s with a variety of 
stimuli and measured the rate oir the number @f items correcily reported 
according to the particular variable under investigation .. SUeh experi-
ments have usually revealed something about memory functions and 
7 
oapaQity. Studies concerned with the scanning or search rate and other 
relevant variables, such as the number of targets, processes of character 
reoogni tion, etoo, have been published by Neisser (1964), Gibson. and 
Yonas (1966)~ Sternberg (1963~ 1966), Sperling (1963), and otherso 
Another group of studies have been concerned with the visual field 
and the locus of retinal stimulation variables in scanning behavioro 
Such studies are represented by the works of Crovitz (1965), Bryden 
(1966), and Winni.ck (1968)0 
Harcum has published extensively in this area and his work can be 
most generally charaoterized as a study of visual search behavior as a 
serial process ak1n to other processes in serial learningo Harcum 9 s 
(1966) paper is representative of much of his work and interest in mne~ 
monic factorso In this paper he argues for a similarity between patte~ 
perception and serial learning because of a similar distribution of 
positive errors in recallo 
Crovitz (1965), in a study of visu,al search behavior investigated 
the variable of letter spa©ing~ the visual field location of letters in 
relation to a fixation point~ and possible differential effects of bino= 
cular and mono©ul.ar viewing ©@nditi©nso His results and error pattern= 
ing again support the bow=shaped error function as commonly obtained in 
ether studieso The three experiments carried out in his paper support 
the assumption that the relative positi~n within a line of letters is 
the critical variable ©©ntrolling the a~©uracy within the letter span 
rather than the absolute locus in the visual field relative to a fi:x:a.~ 
tion pointo He obtained similar shaped error functions with variations 
in the physical distance between the fixation point and the first element 
position of the letter stringo From these results it may be assumed 
that regardless of the locale ©f the fixation point, the distribution of 
8 
errors among the target positions will remain relatively the sameo 
It is the opinion of the author, that in the preceeding survey of 
the literature, many of these studies have confounded their results of 
positional identification variables and error detection rate with mnemo-
nic factorso It would also appear that the experimental task conditions 
were more sensitive to encoding and mnemonic factors than to the visual 
factors connected to the perceptual processing of the particular elements 
within the stimulus stringso 
Statement of the Problem 
The primary intent of this dissertation, is to compare target 
identification processes using a dynamic display of stim.ulus material 
presented in various ways which would simulate conditions occurring in 
everyday lifeo As stated previously, the writer is unaware of any pre-
vious investigation of the effect of movement of displayed material on 
visual search taskso 
There were five variables experimentally manipulated: level of 
visual context confusion, direction of stimulus movement, scanning time, 
speed of stimulus movement, and multiple target positions. Several 
questions were examined in the three experiments conductedo Some of 
these include the followingg (1) What are the possible effects of 
limited scanning time intervals and level of visual confusion upon tar ... 
get identification? (2) DD differences in the spatial orientation of 
the letter strings (eogo, horizontal vso .vertical) produce different 
error rates in the detection of letter elements within the various tar~ 
get positions of the letter string? (3) Will movement of stimuli in one 
direction have a different effect on the scanning process than movement 
in the opposite direction of the stimuli 7 ( 4) Will minimizing memory 
9 
components of the experimental task produce a different distribution of' 
errors over the different target positions than those previously found 
(Harcum, 1966; Crovitz, 1965; Averbach and Coriell, 1961)1 
With reference to the first question posed above, Gibson and Yonas 
(1966), in a study of the effect of context on search speed found a high 
negative correlation between the level of visual confusion and search 
speed. In the three exper~ments conducted in th~s thesis two levels of 
target/background confusion were utilized in conjunction wit:h other 
variables to investigate possible differences in the overall error rate 
for each condition and any differences in error patterning of positions 
within the letter stringo 
') 
Horizontal and vertical, (F.a.st=West and North ... South viewing fields),:, 
string orientation were employed to study possible differences in the 
scan.Yling process according t{1J stimulus 01•ientation. Brm,m and Strong:man 
( .) O{(\ f ' th t th O ·1 h f t O th 1, ' t 11 ••. ;, . .1·::> 1 , .. ounn .a e visua. searc was as er W1 -1or.1.zon a_ y pre= 
sented material, a:nd :in the context of th:is thesis th:L::: c·,;;··;,t/.t , ":u,'. 
predict an overall lower error rate in the horizontal orientation o:f 
stimuli than that of a vertical orientaticm, given a fixed viewing time,, 
'l'he effect of movement and the relative speed of the sti."f!Uli upon 
the sc.r~.nning pi·o~ess were c«:.msidered to be :important and deserving of 
experimental study. The rationale for investigating this variable e:an 
be found i.n various target search taskso For example, a pilotjl in at= 
tempting to locate a target while airborne, typically perceives his 
visual field as comprising th1~ee directions of movement, and the :rel.ative 
srieed of tho field being a :f'tmeticm of his altitude. Immediately in 
2
.rn f>(~ro0ptnal studies it is corrrnon to dlv:ldo the f:told ,0f v:teu '">, 
cording to cardinal direotionso For example, North and ;;;out,h would 
indicate n top to bottom or vertical plane as viewed by the subjecto 
10 
front of him the visual field appears to be moving toward him in a top 
to bottom, or No1•th to South, direction. Viewing the same terrain from 
his left, the field has movement in a right to left direction and from 
his right side the field moves in a left to right directiona In reading 
printed material, and instances of projecting lists of printed material 
on movie screens and television screensj the material moves typically 
from bottom to top or from South to North visual fields. Thus comparing 
movement in these cardinal directions and their effect upon the scanning 
proce~s has varied practical impl~t_!onso 
/ -
One objective common to the three experiments conducted in this 
dissertation was to determine if there were differences among the po= 
sitions within a string of letters in detection accuracyo Several tach-
istoseopic studies have reported conflicting results in the number of 
errors of the various target positions within a ,string of letters and 
also in the error rates for the positions themselveso Averbach and 
Coriell (1961), obtained results in which the identification of target 
letters were more accurate at the center and terminal target positions 
and poorer in between these positions. Figure 3 is derived from their 
datao Harcum (1957), and the majority of studies dealing with similar 
material since 'tok>odworth (1938)j have generally reported results which 
may be characterized by the graph in Figure 4o A comparison of these 
error curves reflect the conflicting results obtained by Harcmn and 
Averbach and Coriello 
In these studies their findings indicate that the terminal pQsitions 
are more accurately perceived than are the central positions. Woodworth 
attribu.tes this oow=shaped curve to masking effects caused by the 
presence of the adjacent letters. As previously mentioned, Harcu.m 
(1967), had propesed that the~ is a common process operative in the 
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distribution of errors within the stimulus string. From the serial po~ 
sition curve as obtained in Figure 4 Harqum advocates that the taehis-
toscopie perception of spatial patterns as well as serial verbal tasks 
can be conceptualized as a serial processo 
Explanation of the Tests 
In order to minimiz~ the effects of serially encoding the stimulus 
items and the effects of an increased load on mnemonic factors, the §.s 
were required to make only a part,ial report relative to a specific letter 
string. Thus, the §.s were concerned only with the absence or presence 
and location of a predetermined target letter within a letter stringo 
By ad9pting this procedure it was hoped that the performance measures 
obtained would reflect pr~arily those of visual p~ocesses involved in 
target detection in a scanning task. 
Experiments Conducted 
Three laboratory experiments were conducted. The first experiment 
involved a static display of stimulus material, while the remainder 
utilized a moving display fieldo 
The static display in Experiment I was accomplished by a taehisto~ 
scopie projection of letter strings on a viewing screen. The basic pu~-
pose of this experiment was to provide information on visual search be-
havior in a static field as well as affording data which could be 
equated with those obtained in Experim,ents II and III in malo.ng compari-
sons of search tasks involving static a~d dynamic displays of $timuli. 
The first experiment wa1:1 concerned with the fellQ~ng variables 
and their influence upon scanning behavior: scanning t~e, stimulus 
orientation, target/background confusion, monocular versus binocular 
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scanning, and the position of targets w:it~in the stimulus string. 'J,'he 
principal dependent variable was the §.'s failure to detect the presence 
and location of a target letter. 
Exper;iment II was primarily concerned with the effects of the 
relative velocity of movement upon scanning behavior, h9lding scanning 
t;ime constant, The following variables were inclu.ded: velocity, target/ 
background confus;i.on and error rates among the target positions. 
Exper:1ment III investigated the re~ative effects of the direction 
of field movement and its effect upon scanning behavior. Variables in 
this experiment included stimulus orientation, direction of movement, 
target/backgi,ound confusion, and target position, 
The following chapters descriQe in detail each ,f the three experi-
ments and the results ol;rtained~ 
CHAPrER It 
EXPERIMffiT I: VISUAL S:a:ARCH J:~ A STATIC FI]i:[.,;D 
This ti~st expe~ent was designed to fu.lfill sever~l basic fu.nc-
tions. f:trst it was directed toward the study of the foll.owing variables 
in a static fil!lld: ~t:tmulus orientati,on, target/backgro-qnd confusa-
b:Uity, viewii,.g method, and presen1;.ation time. Th,e second function was 
to provide data on these variables whj,.ch could be compared w:l,.th those 
obtained under a dynamic f;i.eld cond~tion. 
Method 
St:imulus Material. AlphabeUcal capital letters were chosen as 
stimuli and these were used to make up an eigh~ letter stll'ing. There 
were fou,r sets or letter strings. Each set contained seventy individual 
letter strings; ~rty letter stri~gs contained a target letter, and 
forty letter st:rings did not qontain a target letter. This p~rticular 
ratio WilS selected to study possible effects of changes in target ex-
pectancy and the F/A rate; howeve;r, no discemable effects were noted. 
The target letters were randomly positioned within the line which would 
contain a target letter with the r~str;i.ction that it never appear in 
the .first or last letter position of the letter sti,ing. 'fhus, in the 
eight letter string there were six target positions. Thts ~estriction 
on placement of target ietters was :impo~ed so that each target position 
was al~ys bracketed by adjoj,ning lette!r,s. 'rhis allowed each target po ... 
si ti<i>n to be equated with the otb~r target posi tiQns. The only 
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diffe~ence in target positions ~sin its spatial relationship within 
the stimulus string. The particular position of the target letter was 
balanced so that in each set of seventy lines, a target would appear 
five t:µn.es in each ta:rget position. The re~aining seven lettez,s were 
r~ndomly drawn trom a poQl of eight other letter~, with the restriction 
that no letter was duplicated in a given line. Each of the individual 
letter strings was taohistoscop;l.caUy projected, using .'.35:mm. slides. 
Fou.r sets of these seventy letter strings were constructed, each repre. 
senting one of the combinations of target/background confusion and 
stimulus orientat,ion conditions. The letters were appz,oximately 7/8 
inches }4gh, and the ~tring of eight lette~s subtended 3~4 degrees of 
visµal angle. 
AJ2l?aratus, The stimulus strings were individually projected upon a 
white viewi.ng riel4, by a Kodak Carou.sel, Model 700 slide projector 
equippe9 w:Ltn a Latayette tachistoscopic shutter. A seconq projector 
was used to create a bright pre~~nd post-.,viewing field to reduce possible 
atte~ images and t,hei:r,- disturbing effects. A fixation po~t was not 
utilized; however, the stimulµs sti1.ngs were always projected upon a 
COlTllllOn point. ~he projector was S contr9lled, whereqy the 2, could 
. -
initiate each trial and also dete:rmine his own inter~trial interval. 
All the trials were run in a small room uniformly illuminated by 
norescent ligll,ting which remained on throughout the experj,.mental ses ... 
sion. The incident light level in the room was approximately 120 toot 
candles at §.'s eye level and was within the re~ommended level of illUill.i-
nation (McCormick, 1964) fo~ vis~al tasks ot this natur~. This level 
tended to mini,mize t~e contrast between the viewing scr~en and the peri~ 
ph.e:ral field of view as expe:rienced by the .§.s. 
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Tbe .§.s were seated directly behind the projectors and centered in 
respect to the stimulus string. The distance from the viewing screen to 
the §.' s eyes was held constant at 80 11 .:t" 2°. At this distance the length 
of the stimulus string on either the horizontal or vertical axis did 
not sq.btend a visual angle of more than 3,5°. The projected size of the 
stimulus letters were large enough to be olear~y seen without any eye 
stra:i.n, The horizontal strings were projected on a plane level to the 
§.'s eyes. The vertical strings were projected so that the center of the 
strings were ate-ye level" Thus, the entire stimulus was within the 
angular limits normally attributed to encompass foveal vision. 
Experimental Variables~ (1) Soanning time: Two lengths of time in 
I 
which the lines WO'llld be scanned were employed. Under condition (T-1) 
the stimul'O.s strings were eX!)osed for a 350 msec. duration, and for ('l'-2) 
the exposure time was 50 msec. 
(2) Target/background oonf'usability: The relationship between the 
target letter and the background letters was measured on the basis of 
visual confusaqilityo Two levels of visual confusion were derived from 
a visu.al con:t'usion letter matrix reported by Kaplan et al. (1966). For 
the low confusion (LC) cond:i,tion a single tar~19t letter "E", was embedded 
in a line of seven of the following letters, (V,K,C,I,Y,X,U,D)9 The 
high confusion (RC) condition consisted of the target letter "K", and 
the letters (N,L,F,H,X,Y,R). 
(3) Stimulus String Orientation: The letter strings were arrayed 
on ooth a horizontal (HS) and a vertical (VS) a.xis, for each of the two 
J,evels of visual confusion, 
(4) Viewing Method: All combinations of string oriEmtations and 
visual confusion were viewed both monocularly and binocularly by the .2.• 
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!he mono;ular cqndition was accomplished by covering the §.'s nondominate 
eye w.1.th a black surgical eye patch. 
Procedure: .§.s were tested in~vidually and were assigned to a 
particular sequence of experimental conditions according to a predeter-
mj,ned randomization schedule. This procedure was carried out to mini-
mize possible biasing caused by sequential and. carry over effects. 
At the beginning.of the experimental session the.§. was seated com-
fortably in front of the viewing screen, and instru.cted in the operation 
of the equipment controls, and in the manner to record his responseso 
OJ.ring this time the.§ checked the focus of the projected letter strings 
and made the ne9essary adjustments to place the projected stimulus line 
on an approximate eye level with the g,. Prior to the beginning of the 
practice trials each.§. was read the instructions given in Appendix A. 
After instructions were given to the£, the practice trials were 
begun. After each presentation of a stimulus line the! checked the§. 
as he recorded pis response. Each§. was given praotice trials on both 
levels of confusion and on both line orientations. The exposure time 
for these practice trials was 500 msec. ~e number of practice trials 
were such that each.§. reached a criterion of five consecutive identifi-
cations of the target letter and its location within the letter string. 
The range of trials to reach this criterion varied from 50 to 73 trials. 
All .§.s demonstrated a ~lear understanding of the experimental task and 
the operation of the equipment before the experimental trials were 
started. The ,g,s were then told that the stin!,ulus lines would bee~-
posed for a shorter duration and then the experimental trials begano 
Stimulus Presentation and Response Reoord~ng: A trial consisted of 
the following events: l) the S would look at the viewing screi;m already 
-
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illuminated by the pre-and post-field projector. 2) He then would de-
press a switch to expose the stimulus line. 3) The shutter on the pre-
and post-field ill\Ul1inating projector W9~ld close and simultaneously the 
first projector would display the stimulus string for the proper dura-
tion. '.f:'he presentation of the display was followed by a bright post 
viewing field. 4) The§. would then record his response on the answer 
sheet and then advance the slide for the next trial. The averagt:1 time 
between the trials was approJd,,ma.tely four seconds. 
SubJeets: The 2,s employed in this study were students at Oldahoma 
State Unive:r.-sity. The 2,s served voluntarily and were not compensated 
for their participation. Two groups of five female and five male [s 
with no;rm.al vision participated in the experiment. The Ss were randomly 
-
assigned to groups, and the sequence of experimental conditions was ran-
domi.zeg individually for ea.ch 2.• 
Scoring of Responses: The S's responses were sqored on the basis 
of errors committed. The errors were of two basic types. Utilizing 
signal detection termonol9gy (Swets, 1964), they were classified a.s 
either ''misses" or "false alarms" (F/A). A response was scored as a 
"miss" when the§. failed to record the presence of a target when it was 
in a given letter st;ring. 4 "F/A" was scored when the [ attributed the 
target letter as being in a letter string when, in fact, it was not in 
the array. A modification of scoring arose from the standard procedures 
when the 2, recorded the target letter as occupying a cell position more 
than one space to either side of its actual location. 
A modification from the usual scoring procedures occurred when the 
.§. recorded the target letter as being in a cell position more than one 
space to either side of its actual location. In this instance a given 
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stimulus line would contain both a misp and F/A error. The validity ~f 
this procedure Ca.Ille about from results obtained in pilot studies. There 
were certain procedures in whl,ch the§. was given trial knowledge of re-
sults. Very often they would challenge the accuracy of scoring, and in-
sist that their response was correct. Only a.tter successive presentation 
of the same line, could they identify the actual 1:ia,rget and its position 
wi th:i.n the letter string, These case.s most often occurred when there 
was a high. target/background ocmfu.sion level. 
EJperimental Design: The.experimental design employed in this 
study was a randomized split plot factorial design with repeated meas-
ures on the last four factors (Kirk, 1968). This involved: two presen-
tation t4,mes (50 msec. vs. 350 msec.); two string orientatio~s (horizon-
tal HS vs. vertical VS); two viewing methods (monocular vs. binocular); 
~ ~ 
two confusion levels (high HC vs. low IC); and six target positions (2-7) 
' ~ ....... 
or eight false alarm positions (F/A 1-8). 
Results 
The data obtained was such that the §.'s task performance could be 
analyzed on the basis of the two error classifications. The first anal~ 
ysis was made on the basis of missed target letters (errors of omission) 
which will receive major attention in this dissertation. The second 
analysis of task performance was concerned with ~/A (errprs of commis-
sion). 
Perfoz,nance on the search task as a whole is briefly summarized in 
Table I in terms of per cent errors. It may be noted that the combined 
errors produced ~n error rate of 25.~, over all trials. There was a 
failure to detect targets on 29'/, of the target lines, while 22% of the 
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nontarget lines were reported by the ~s as containing a target lettero 
The relative effeQt of (;LC) and (HC) on both type error measure-
ments is demonstrated in the dissimilarity between the type errors made 
and the con.fusion level under which they occurred. The missed target 
error rate 'Q.nder (HC) and (LC) conditions were 48~ and 5~ respectively. 
The two l~els of visual con.fusion did not produce a cor~esponding 
difference in per cent of F/A errqrs. The F/A error rate for the (LC) 
condition ~s 18~ while the error rate "Q.nder the (HC) condition in-
creased tQ only 2W,,. 
?ABU: I 
A S1NOPSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL TASK PERFORM,\NCE; 
Total nUlllber of stimulus lines presented •••••••••••• 
Number of lines eontaining an error •••••••••••••• 
Percent total error ••••• , •••••• o • , ••••••• 
Number of lines containing a target letter. , •• , • 
Numbe~ of l~es scored ~s misses •• , • , ••• • • ~ 
Percent niisses. • • " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• Ill' • ' • 
• • • • • 
• 0 • • • 
Number of lines not containing a ~rget letter ••••••••• 
Number of lines scored as false alatms, • , ••••••••• o 
Percent F/A ••••••• , •••• · •••••••••••••• 
Number of (LC) target lines ••••• , •••••••••• • • 
Number of misses. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • 
Percent xr,.isses (LC) • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • 
Number of (HC) target lines ••••••• 
Number of misses. , •••••••• , •• 
Percent misses (HC) •••••••• , •• 
. . . . . . ~ . . 
, . . . . ' . . . 
' . . . . . . . . 
• 0 
• • 
• • 
Number of (IC) non ... target lines 
Numbe~ of F/A ••••••••• 
. . . . . . . . " • • • 0 • • • 
• • • • • 0 • • ~ • • • ' ~ • Ill' 
Per.cent F/A (JP). ~ •••••• ' . . . . . ' . . . . ' . . . . 
Number of (HC) non~target lines. , •• 
Number of F/A •• , •••••••••• 
Percent F/~ (ijC). , •••••••••• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
. . . . . ' . . • • 
• • • • • • • • . , 
. . " . . . . . • • 
Zl 
11200 
2850 
25.4% 
4800 
1430 
29<1, 
6400 
1423 
22% 
2400 
255 
5% 
2400 
1175 48% 
3200 
580 
18% 
3ZOO 
843 
24% 
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Miss~d Target Ez:1'2r-S!: ]\.s may be seen from Table I the number of 
mis~ed targets is the most sensitive dependent variable. Fi~re 5 de-
picts the percent .errors for each of the target positions, while Table 
II contains the numerical values expressed in ter:m.s of average percent 
error, ?hese values were obtained by sunnning iµid averaging errors over 
the experimental factors of scanning time and viewing method. This 
graph illustrates the typical 01,J,rves obtaineq ;t'or each of the conditions 
contrasting (I.C) and (HC) errors. Several statistical f~:,;idings are ap-
pai,ent from an inspection of th:i,s figure. 
The first noticea.ble finding is the similarity between the error 
curves tor the (:as) and (VS) orientations on each level of visual con-
tusion (HC),(IC). Another characteristi~ of these curves is that there 
appears to be not only a qu~titative, but a qualitative difference of 
errors between the (IC) and (HC) condition. 
Under the (IC) condition, tlle error rates ap1ong the variQUS target 
positions aPl'ear to be relatively equal, with the exception of position 
number?. The (HC) condition produced notable differences in error 
rates, e$pecially when contrasting the central ~d lateral target po-
, . 
sitions. Under both (HS) and (VS) conditions the error curves resembled 
a ''modified V" shape curve. The shape of this curve and the associated 
error rate is opposite that usually reported in the literature by Harcum 
. . 
and others. The usuai findings attribute more errors occurring in the 
central portion of the string rather than the lateral positions. 
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Figure 5. Missed Target Errors for Orientation and Confusion Level as a Function of String 
Position 
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TABLE II 
GROUPED DATA FOR FOUR EXPE!UMENTAL CONPITIONS* 
Target PosiUon 
Experimental 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Conqition 
HS ... IC 9.0 9,5 ~ 2, ,5 18.,5 10.5 ,3.0 
HS ... ac 65.5 38.5 26.0 31,5 .55,0 64.5 
vs ... LC 6.o 7.0 2.5 4.0 u.5 14.0 
vs.He 60.5 42.0 36.0 46.,5 57.5 64.o 
*Val~e$ are mean pe~oent m~ssed target errors. 
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The data wa.s t~~!lted by __ an analysis of varianoe procedure and the 
summary of the results ;is contained !in Table III. In this table it may 
be noted that the main effects of cpnfusion level (A) and string po-
sition (B) were signif"ioant (.:g ( .01). The two factor j,nteractions 
"~'' (present.atio_n time with string p1;>1:1ition), "BxD" (orientation with 
contu.~ion level), "Dx:E" (contusion level with target position) were 
signi.f'ican\. The three factor interactions ''.AxBxD" and "Bxllx]!;" were 
signi;fioant; however, 1:Jiese interactions we;re not analyzed for simple-
simple effects. 
The interaction of sc~n~ (presentat;lQn) time with string position 
was analyzed fo-,:, sj,mple effects. ':Lbe AOV summary or these tests is con-
tained in Table IV. Figure ,6 qisplays the relationship or th~se two 
factors, The analysis indicated ~hat there were no ~ignificant differ-
ences all'lOn~ the central position (J,4,5) errors .f'or the two scanning 
times, Ho~ver, the 50 msec. scanning time was associated w.ith an ele-
vated ez,ror rate among positions 2,6,7, and it was at these po:ints that 
a signifj,.cant d:i.fference in error.rate was obsel;'Ved. 
The analysis and a Neil!J,an Kuels' test indicated a significant differ~ 
ence (~ <,01) between positions 2,6,7 when compared with the more cen-
tralized string positions 3,4, and 5. 
The ou:rves in Figure 6 also revealed anethel;' facter CQnoerning the 
relationship of the two time durations. Tlle relat,1.on between the curves 
.Al and A2 is very s~Uar to the relationship of the(~) and (HC) 
curves. Tlle higher contusion level and shorter scanning time produce a 
"V" $haped ourvE3 which is indicative of a higher error rate among the 
lateral ta~get ~ositions. Low Qonfusion and the longer scanning time 
(A2) conditions ~efl~ot a ~e+ative+y stable and equal error rate for all 
target positions, 
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TABI,,E lII 
.A.NAL?S:J:$ OF VARIA~CE FOR MISSED TARGET ~OBS 
Souroe df ss MS F/Cal 
Bet,ween SV.bjects 19 1~.5.0.5 6,.58 
A (Pr,sentation Time) 1 1.5.76 15.76 2.60 
Subj. w" Gps. 18 109 .. 29 6.07 
w.tthin Subjects 94-0 2488.97 2.6.5 
B (Li~e Orient.) 1 0.18 0.18 0.09 
AB 1 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Bx SU.bj, W. Gps. 18 34.72 1.93 
C (V~ewing ~eth.) 1 2.71 2.71 1.36 
AC 1 0.38 0.38 0.19 
C X ~bj. w. Gps. 18 35.73 1.99 
D (Contusion) 1 902.88 902,88 133.,96** 
AD 1 0.18 0.18 0.03 
p X Subj. W. Gps. 18 12l.3.5 6.74 
E (String Position) .5 197.71 39 • .54 18.Jl** 
AE .5 25.71 .5.14 2.J8* 
EX Subj. w. Gps, 90 194.64 2.16-. 
BC l 0.0.5 0.0.5 o.o4 
.A:00 1 0.18 0.18 0.13 
BC X Slbj. w, Gps. 18 24"92 1.38 
BD 1 18.43 18.43 12.,62** 
ABD 1 6,.50 6 • .50 4.4.5* 
BD X Subj. w. Gp~. 18 26.31 1 .. 46 
BE 
. ... 
- - .5 9.04 1.81 1.87 
ABE .5 6.72 1.34 1.38 
BE x Subj. W, Gps. 90 86.97 0.97 
CD 1 .5. 55 5.55 2.19 
ACD ;L 0.55 0 • .5.5 0.22 
CD X Subj, w. Gp$. 18 45.7i 2 • .54 
c~ 5 4.78 o.69 1.12 
ACE .5 i.42 o.48 0,56 
CE X Subj, W. Gps. 90 77.11 o.86 
DE 5 60.57 12.11 7.38** 
A~ .5 14.62 2.92 1.78 
DEX Subj. w. Gps. 90 147 • .54 1.64 
Source 
BCD 
ABCD 
BCI) :x: SUbj. W, Gps. 
BCE 
A:OOE 
BCE x Sl.\Qj, w. 
BDE: 
ABDE 
BDE ;ic Subj. W, 
CDE 
ACDE 
CDE x ~bj. w. 
BCDE 
ABCP~ 
BCDE x Subj. 
Total 
* =,e<.05 
** = J! <: ,01 
w. 
Qps. 
Gps. 
Gps. 
Gpf?. 
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TABLE !II Continuec;l 
di' ss MS' F/Cal 
1 0.76 0.76 0 .. 34 
1 7.88 7.'88 3 • .53 
18 40.17 ~-23 
.5 2.74 0 • .55 0 • .50 
.5 ·4.64 0.9) 0.8.5 
90 98,07 1.09 
5 18.87 3.77 3.85** 
.5 2.::1.9 o.44 o.4.5 
90 88.33 0.98 
.5 1.47 0.29 0,38 
5 3.27 o,65 o.86 
90 68.58 0.76 
5 7.ll 1 .. 42 1.49 
.5 .5.03 1.01 1.06 
90 8.5.67 0,9.5 
959 2614.02 
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Figure 6. Interaction Between Scanning Time and Target Position 
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TABLE IV 
ANALlSIS OF V,UIANCE; FOR SIMP~ EFFF.C'l'S OF SCANNING TIME AND TARGET 
· POSITION 
Source 
Scannin~ Tim~ 
at TP-2 
at TP .. 3 
at TP ... 4 
at TP-.5 
at TP-6 
at TP-7 
Err9r 
Target Posit.ion 
f).t Al 
at A2 
Error 
* ::;; :E, < '0.5 
** == .E, '(.01 
dt' ss 
1 16.25 
1 4.23 
1 J.02 
1 o.4-0 
1 49,50 
1 94.5.5 
78 219.18 
5 26,16 
5 1.58.60 
90 194.40 
MS F/Cal 
16.2.5 5.78•• 
4.ZJ 1.51 
3.02 l,07 
0.40 0.14 
49.50 17.62** 
94,.5.5 JJ.65** 
2.81 
5.23 2.42* 
Jl.72 14.68** 
2.16 
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The interaction of orientation (B) with oon:f'u~:i,on level. (D) and tests of 
simple e.t7fects summarized in Table Vindicate the statistical signifi-
cance of this interaction. A grap}l representia,tion of "t4ese relationships 
is shown in Figure?. From an inspection ot tllis figure and a review of 
th.e performanoe curve in Figure .5, one may note that in the (LC) oon .. 
dition there was o~y a small difference in the error rate between a VS 
and HS st:ring •. It wo~d appear then, that the greatest difference in 
error detection under both the (HS) and (VS) orientatio;n came under the 
(HC) oon~tion. 
The significant int.eraotion of contusion level with target position, 
and the.AOV of simple effects are cop,t(l~ned in Table Vl. Graphic 
presentatiOD:S of these effects are shown inFi~re 8. 
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TABLE V 
ANALISJ;S OF VA!UANCE fOR SIMPLE EFFECTS OF ORIENTATION AND VISUAL 
CONFUSION 
Sou:J:'Ce 
Orientation at lJJ 
Orientation at HC 
ErrQr 
Confusipn at as 
Con;f.usioll at VS 
~ror 
* ;:: :e <' .05 
** ;:: ,:e ~ .01 
df 
1 
1 
18 
l 
1 
18 
ss MS F/Cal 
ll.10 ll.10 6 • .53* 
7.50 7o.50 4o41* 
J0.60 1.70 
331.67 331.67 80 .. 90** 
589.64 589.64 143081** 
73.80 4.10 
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Fi~re ?o Interaction of Visual Confusion 
with String Orientation (A & B) 
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TABLE VI 
ANALISIS OF VARIANCE FOR SIMPLE EFFECTS OF VISUAL CONFUSION AND 
TARGET POSITION 
Source df ss MS F/Cal 
Confusion 
at TP-2 1 305025 305.25 183.89** 
at TP-3 1 102.36 102.36 61.66** 
at TP-4 1. 79.97 79.97 48.17** 
at TP-5 1 78.40 78.40 47.23** 
at TP-6 1 204.75 204.75 123.34** 
at TP-7 1 191.40 191.40 115030** 
Error 78 129.48 1.66 
Target Position 
at LC 5 46.96 9.39 4.94** 
at HC 5 211.32 42.26 22.24** 
Error 90 171.00 1.90 
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Figure 80 -Interaction of Confusion Level and Target Position as a Function of Percent Error 
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False Alarm Errors: The second measure of performance in this search 
task was in ten!ls of the false alarm (F/A) errors. A graph of the 
error trend is contained in Figure 9. The data on which these curves 
are based is containe!i in Table VII. This data was obtained in the same 
manner as that in Tal:;>le Ile 
The relationship of the curves in Figure 9 fail to reveal any 
definite and clear trends except for an increase frem left te right in 
the string. The AOV of these errors'sunnn.arized in Table VIII confirms 
this also as only one of the main factors, "E" (target position) was 
significant. The "Bx D" interaction was significant as well as 2 three 
factor interactions (AxBxC, BxDxE). The three factor interactions were 
not analyzed for simple-simple effects due to the difficulty in making a 
meaningful. interpretation at this time. 
The HS condition exhibits a difference across all positions for the 
two levels of conf'usiono Conversely the VS string presents a crisscross 
pattern between the HC and IC condition. In conjunction with this, 
there is a further confounding Qf results in that the two string orien-
tations produce overlapping F/A curves for the various cell positions 
w.i. thin the letter string •. 
An analysis of the simple effects of the "BxD" interaction is pre-
sented in Table IXQ From the results of the AOV one can conclude that 
only the VS orientation produced a significant difference across all 
target positions for the two levels of visual conf'u.sionQ 
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TABLE VII 
GROUPED DA.TA FOR FOUR EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS* 
Target Positions 
Experil!len~l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Condition 
HS-I.C 1.2 3.,3 5 .. 6 9.5 6.o 6eO 
HS-HC 5e7 6.1 3.,7 6.3 9.3 7.8 
VS ... I.C 2o7 3.6 3 .. 8 5.,5 7ol 7ol 
VS-HC 6.4 5.2 7.2 7o3 8.5 7 .. 3 
*Values are mean number of false alarm. errors 
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TABLE VIII 
ANALISIS OF VARIANCE FOR FALSE .AI,,ARM ERRORS 
SourQe df ss MS F/Cal 
Between Subjects 19 1712.88 90.l.5 
A (Sca.nm,ng Time 1 1.67 1 .. 67 0.02 
Subj, W. Gps. 18 1711..21 95.,07 
Within Subjects 940 333.5.u 3.55 
B (Line Orient.) l 1.,07 1.07 o .. 41 
AB 1 .5.70 .5.70 2 .. 16 
B x SUbj. Wo Gps" 18 47 .. 52 2 .. 64 
C (Viewing Meth.) 1 0.60 0.60 0.16 
AC 1 3 • .50 3.,50 Oo94 
C x Subj. W. Gps. 18 67.36 3.74 
D (Contusion) 1 .52.27 .52 .. 27 3.16 
AD 1 36.04 36.04 2.18 
D X Sabj. Wo Ops. 18 297.3~ 11 • .52 
E (String Pqsition) 5 144.,56 28.91 3 .. 21** 
AE .5 28.67 5.73 o.64 
EX Subj. w. Gps. 90 809.64 9.00 
BC 1 2.20 2.20 o.76 
ABC 1 17,07 17 .. 07 .5 .. 87* 
BC x Subj. W. Gps. 18 .52,44 2.91 
BD 1 7.00 7,00 4.67* 
ABD 1 2.02 2.02 1..35 
BD X SUbj .. W .. Gps. 18 27.03 10 .50 
BE .5 13.80 2.76 1.34 
ABE 5 5,63 1.13 o • .5.5 
BE x SUbj. w. Gps. 90 185,.53 2.06 
CD 1 0.34 0.34 0.09 
ACD 1 17.07 17.07 4.38 
CD X Subj. w. Gps. 18 70 .. 13 3.90 
CE 5 7.79 1.56 1.24 
ACE 
.5 7.36 1.47 1.1?* 
CE x Snbj. W. Gps. 90 113.64 1.26 
DE 5 41.82 8.'.36 2.03 
ADE 5 1.5.32 3.06 0 .. 74 
DEX SUbj. W. Gps. 90 370,47 4.12 
Source 
B::D , ,. ····· . 
A:a::D 
OOD X Subj. 
BJE 
Al3CE 
B::E :x: SU.bj. 
BDE 
ABDE 
BDE X Subj. 
CDE 
ACDE 
CDE x S~bj, 
~DE 
AECDE 
ECDE X Subj. 
Total 
* =Jl<•0.5 
** = Jl< .01 
w. Gps. 
W, Gps. 
w. Gps, 
w. Gps, 
w. Gps,. 
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TABLE VIII Cont::i,.nued 
di' ss F/Cal 
l 0.02 0.02 O~Ol, 
l o.oo o.oo o.oo 
18 36.77 2.04 
5 25.73 5.15 2o07 
5 9.05 1.81 0.,73 
90 224.26 2.49 
5 29,48 5,90 2o72* 
5 4.65 0.93 Oo43 
90 l.95.58 2.11 
5 2.52 0.50 Oo32 
5 2.77 0,55 0.36 
90 1;8,91 1.54 
5 20 .. eo 4.16 2o01 
5 1.oe 1.42 o.69 
90 186058 2.07 
959 5047.99 
TABLE IX 
ANALISJ;S OF V!RIANCE FOR SIMPLE EFFECTS OF STRING ORIENTATION AND 
VISUAL CONFUSION 
Source di' ss MS F/Cal 
Orientation at (IC) l 1.30 1,30 0 .. 63 
Orientation at (ijC) 1 6.77 6.77 3.z7 
Error 18 37.z6 2.07 
Confusion at (Horizontal) 
HS 1 10.50 10,50 1.17 
Con.f\lsion at (Vertical) 
vs l 49.77 49.77 5.,52* 
Error 18 162.18 OqOl 
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Discu~sion 
One of the major findings of this experiment was considered to be 
the consistent difference in the patterning of target detection errors 
that exist betwee~ the two levels of visual confusion as employed in 
this study. This difference on both a quantitative and qualitative 
basis was consistently demonstrated over the various combinations of ex-
perimental conditions. 
Under tne (HC) condition fewer errors occurred in the central target 
positions than in the lateral positions. This finding is comparable 
with the results reported by Averbach and Coriell (1961) and Mackworth 
(1965)" 
The (LC) condition typically produced a flat cu:rve sq.ggesting that 
there lifa.S little difference among the target positions and the detection 
errors, 
The greater precision in detecting targets when they occupy the cen-
tral target positions can be attributed to the same processes that Mack-
worth (1965) proposed, Mackworth feels that the mere presence of non-
target letters function as a background of noise in conjunction with the 
target being present as a signal, Therefore, viewing search behavior 
from a signal detection viewpoint, this study involved detecting a signal 
from two different noise levels. 
This noise, according to Mackworth, impairs.both the periphreal and 
foveal recognj,tion of figures. The disturbance of periphreal areas is 
very similar in effect to the tunnel vision created by a physiological 
defect in the optic system. In light of this, one can consider the ex-
perimentally induced phenomenon as a type of fa.notional tunnel vision. 
This theoretical basis provides the m9st meaningful inte:rpretation 
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and understanding of the results obtained i~ this study. The remaining 
discussion will be from this theoretical framework. 
The physic$]. description of the stinn.uus line can be best made in 
terms of its size in relation to the visual angle it subtended and the 
retinal area stimulated. The visual angle subtended by the stimulus 
string on both a horizontal and vertical axis was less than 3.5°. This 
is considered to be within the angular limits (Miller, 1949) normally 
attributed to being within the foveal limits of vision. 
Considering the width of this angle as an area to be scanned, one 
may propose that the highest detection rate of a target letter would oc-
cur when only the target itself was present in this area. Also, one can 
speculate that it would be detected equally as well in any portion of 
this area. The addition of other letters in this spa*e in conjunction 
with a target would constitute a sig~al presentation with a noise. In 
this case, for the 2, to detect the target letter (signal), he would have 
to employ a higher order cognitive process to differentiate the signal 
from the surrounding noise. It is under this condition that the search 
behavior ~s studied in this experiment. 
The area that the stimulus string occupied may be labeled as the 
"use~l field of view", using Mackworth's te~in9logy. He defines this 
useful field of view as a~ area around the fixation point from which in~ 
formation is briefly stored and read out during a visual task. 
The limits of this field vary as a function of the size or amount 
of info:rmation input to the visual system. It is suggested that this 
visual channel has a limited capacity for processing information on both 
a quantitative and qualitative basis. 
When the quantity of information exceeds a certain limit, or when 
the stimulus exceeds a cer\ain degree of complenty, this field contracts 
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in size to prevent over.looking the visual system. 
~aokworth has drawn an analogy of this type of constriction to that 
constriction performed by the pupil in limiting the amount of light 
entering the eye. The relative size of the functional visual field 
varies from moment to moment, governed by the type and amount of infor-
matiqn available for processing. 
The maximal area of ~his field is limited by the physiological 
characterist~cs of the eye itselfo It is generally conceded that the 
greatest visual acuity and discrimination of forms occurs within the 
foveal area which has the greatest concentration of cone receptors. 
The reduction of this visual field by visual noise is ably demon-
strated by the two levels of target/background con:f'u.sion used in this 
ex~eriment. Although the con:f'u.sion levels were equated on area size, 
a difference resulted in the size of the useful field measures by the 
positional error rate. 
'l'hif;l can be explained in that under the (LC) condition the error 
rate for all the target positions was, generally speaking equal. Thus 
allow:5.ng thj.s as an acceptable erro~ rate, one may consider it as one 
measurement of the useful visual field. The amount and distribution of 
noise in this field would be expressed in terms of the amount and dis-
tribution of missed targets. Under the (LC) condition one may consider 
that the signal to noise ratio was equivalent for all target positions 
... 
within the letter string. 
However, under the (HC) condition the noi~e level was such that de-
tection of the signal was much more difficult, and also that it required 
a longer time to make the necessary identification. The effective con~ 
traction of the useful visual field in this instance can be demonstrated 
in that the error rates among the lateral target position were greatly 
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inflated in comparison to the central positions. The error rates for 
the lateral positions were in excess of 50%. Considering a soi detection 
rate as a threshold level, it can be stated that the useful field con-
tracted from.a width of six letters, to that of three letters wide. 
Another faator that was effective in causing a reduction in the 
size of the viewing fie~d was the time available for scanning the stimu~ 
lus strings under a (HC) conditiono This conclusion is also supported 
by the findings of Vollqna.nn (1964), Chaikin et al. (1962), and Mackworth 
(1965) which supported the notion that the width or the useful field is 
a function of the scanning time allotted. It is proposed that there is 
some type of scan or read-out of information from the center of the, 
stimulus outwards to its lateral dimension~ Support for this notion, in 
respect to differences in scanning time, is obtained from the significant 
"AxE'' intex-action of missed targets. This interaction of scanning time 
and errors in target positiQns suggest a relationship between the two 
scanning times under (HC) conditions to be similar to that between the 
two confusion levels. That is, if the scan is considered to begin se-
quentially from the center of the letter string proceeding in both di-
rections, th.en larger errors would be expected in the lateral target po-
sitions with a shorter viewing time. To state it more simply, if scan-
ning is based upon processing a num.ber of letters per unit of time, then 
the shQrter the scanning time the fewer letters processed, and in this 
case the fewer the errors in the central target positions. 
False alarms, the second measure of performance in this experiment 
failed to be as sensitive as the missed target errors. It would appear 
that although there were significant differences among the target po-
sitions and F/A rate, the multiple interactions between the experimental 
variables precluded any useful intel'pretations at this time. It was 
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inte~esting ip that there was not a corresponding increase of F/A errors 
between the two levels Qf visual confusion as there wa.$ in comparing the 
error rate of misses under low and high confusion. In going from the IC 
to HC conditions there was appro~ately a 9ooi increase in missed tar~ 
gets while the F/A rate increased only about 5oi. 
In SU1T1I11ary, the high confusion visual level produced a decrement in 
detection of target letters; however, only a moderate increase in F/A 
occurred, From this, one may state that the different measures of errors 
are based upon different cognitive functions anQ, thus, cannot be di-
rectly compared with each other. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENT II: VISUAL SEARCH BEHAVIOR 
AS A FUNCTION OF FIELD VELOCITY 
The ability of an individual to make the necessary visual discrimi-
nations in a visual search task is based upon various perceptual skills, 
not the least of which is visual acuity, One of the major factors which 
affects acuity (aside from illUil'lination, viewing time, brigbtness-
contrast, eto.) is movement. Movement of the. visual field or objects 
within it occur when the individual is moving; when the field is moving, 
or when there is combined movement of the individual and the field. 
One of the ,functions of this experiment was to investigate the ef-
fects of field velocity upon search behavior. A secondary function was 
to provide data on search behavior in a dynamic field which could be 
compa~ed with search behavior in a static field. 
The relative function, importance, and measure~ent of acuity in 
static and dynamic fields are not believed to be equivalent as evidenced 
by Burg and Hulbert's (1961) research, They have found little or no 
correlation between acuity in a static and dynamic field. The tests of 
visual acuity in a moving field have usually involved identification of 
a single target moving through the visual field. The measure of acuity 
~nder these conditions has been termed dynamic visu,al acuity (DVA)G The 
measurement of DVA and its deterioration has generally been made in terms 
of the angq,la~ velocity of the target. 
Ge~eral conclusions regarding OVA have been that: 1) acuity for a 
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moving target decrease~ as the angular velocity of the target increases; 
2) performance in a given test can be improved both with practice and 
with better target illumination; and 3) these findings are generally 
valid regardless of the plane or direction of movement and for the 
various combinations of movement between the field and the individual. 
This exper!l.ment had many features comm.on to tests of f)VA. As fJVA 
( 
is a function of movement, this study was concerned with differential 
effects on scanning beh~vior that could be attributed to different tar~ 
get velocities. 
Method 
Stimulus Materials: Capital letters were used as stimuli. Eight 
letters made up a stim~us string which was 1/8" X 1" in dimensions. 
There were twelve listsi each composed of 24 eight ... letter strings; one 
string to a line. Twelve of these letter strings in each list were made 
from a pool of low visual confusion letters, and the remaining h~f of 
the letter strings were derived from a pool of high visual confusion 
letters in the same manner as described in the "Method" section of Ex-
perimerit ;t. 
Apparatus: Lists of letter strings were exposed on a moving, con-
tinuous belt apparatus, that could be most simply described as an en~ 
larged version of a memory drum. A picture of this equipment is shown 
in Figure 10. Pifferent ~elt speeds were achieved through a combination 
of gearing and a variable drive motor. Variations in the belt speed 
produced corresponding changes in the velocity at which the letter 
strings moved through a viewing aperture. 
Single letter strings moving at velocities V1 and V2 (0.66 in/sec., 
2.0 in/sec., respectively) were displayed through one of the two size 
Figure 10. Experimental Apparatus 
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of vitw.Lng aperture. The aperture dimensions were 0.25 X 2.0 and 0.50 X 
2.0 inches fqr string velocities Vl and V2 respectively. These viewing 
aper~res were part or an overall exposure shield which limited the ~·s 
field of view to the task at hand, All surfaces of this shield were 
painted with a low gloss white paint. 
Experimental Variables, 1) String velocity (Vl, V2). Horizontal 
letter strings moved in both a North to South and South to North direc-
tion through the v~ewing apertures at velocities Vl and V2. Stimulus 
lines moved through the S111aller vi,wing aperture at Vl and through the 
larger aperture at V2. Converted into angula;t" velocity, VJ.;:;2,,l deg/ sec., 
and V2=6.25 deg/sec. The association of a given velocity with a spe-
cific size aperture was necessary to equate the time that an intact 
stimv.].us l;l.ne remained in view for the twp stimulus speeds. Table X 
contains more information on the interrctlationships of velocity, ex-
posure time and a,perture size. 
2) Target/Background Contusability: Th,e relationship between the 
target letter and the background letters was oa:rried out in the same 
manner as in Exper:i,ment I, w:i.th the followi~g exceptions. Fo:r the LC 
condition a single target +etter "JC" was embedded in a line or the fol-
lowing letters, (A,B,O,D,C,G,I,T)~ The HC condition consisted or the 
targ,t. .let.~r "l("--,and the .. ;letterit ·(~,L,F,H,X, V, Y,R). · 
J) Target Positions (TP): As in the first experiment there were 
s~ target positions, (TP: 2-7), each numbered according to its cell. po. 
sition within the eight letter stimulus stlling. 
!5Perimental .. Desigps The d~sign or this experiment was a 2 X 2 X 6 
split plot raotorial design with repeated measu;i,es on the last two fac. 
tors (Jirk, 1968). The first factor, Velocity, was a between.Sa varf~ 
. . -
ble. The factors of visual ccmfusion (HC, U::) and ~rget pos:i.tion 
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TA&.E X 
!ij.UTIONSHIP OF VELOCITY AND EXPOSU~ TIME TO ,APERTURE SIZE 
Unit Measure Aperture 1 Aperture 2 
Linear velocity Vl::. .. 66 in/ sec. V2=2.0 in/seo., 
Angul.ar velocity Vl=2.l deg/sec., V2=6.2.5 deg/see. 
Time for a point tq trave~se 
aperture 379 msec. 2.50 mseo. 
ExpoS\l,re du.ration for any 
portion of t~e letter 
strin~ 562,.5 msec. · 312.5 mseo. 
Exposure du.ration of an 
intact letter string 18?,.5 mseo. 18? • .5 msec .. 
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(TP2-7) were within§.$ effects. 
Stimulus Presentation and Response Recording: A trial consisted of 
the following events: 1) The 2. would look at the viewing aperture. 2) 
A narrow blaok "cuing" line, extending the length or the viewing aper-
ture, would appear and pass througli. the aperture. '.3) One second later 
the stimuius string would move through th~ aperture. 4) The 2. would 
then reoord his response on the answer sheet, as in Experiment I, and 
afterwa;rds retur:p his attention to the viewing aperture. Trial presenta-
tion was controlled by!• The interval between trials was approximately 
5 seconds which allowed the [,adequate time to record his response and 
redireQt his attention to the viewing aperture. 
Procedure; .All ~s were tested individually and were assigned to a 
particular experimental group and a sequence of experimental conditions 
accordin~ to a predetermined randomization schedule. 
At tpe beginning of the eXJ?eir.LmenUtl sessi9n the§. was seated com-
fortably in front of the viewing apE;trture and instructed in the method 
of stimulus presentations and in the manner in which to record his re. 
sponses. Du.ri~ this time the~ checked the alignment of the viewing 
aperture with the stimulus strings. Prior to the beginning of the 
practice trial each S was :read the instructions as contained in Appendix 
-
B. After these instrq.ctions were given to the~ the practice trials 
were begun. After each presentation of a stimulus line the i checked 
the S's response for accuracy and inforDJed the Sas to the correctness 
- -
of his answer. &lop 2. was given 24 practice trials on both levels of 
visual oont'llsion, The practice involved an esual n~ber of stimulus 
lines moving in the two directions and at the velocity that he would be 
later tested. All .2,s demonstrated an acceptable (less than a 20% missed 
target error under the LC condition) level of task perfo:i;,manoe by the 
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end of these practice trials, 
Subjects: Twenty introductory psychology students at Oklahoma State 
University volunteered for t4is study, and received course credit points 
for their participation. Two groups, each consisting of five male and 
five female !s, were organized according to a randomizatipn process with 
the restricticm that the ntu1iber of sexes '1n each group was aqua.lo The 
!s were tested for normal near vision with a Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration form #2917. 
Scoring of Res:ponses: As in Experiment I, the Ss' responses were 
. -
scored according to th~particular type error oonuro.tted. These errors 
were classified as either misses or false al:arms. In turn, these errors 
were scored according to an easy criterion (E) and a hard orition (H)~ 
Under criterion ''E", a miss occurred only when the S did not detect 
. -
the presence of a target letter in a line, and a F/A was scor~d when the 
§. indicated a target being in a letter string when it was not. Under 
this criteria a given line could contain only one of the two error types. 
Under criterion "H" a miss was scored when the! failed ~o detect a 
target, and when the§. indicated the position of a target as more than 
one cell position to either side of its actual location. A second type 
F/A was sco~ed tor the position that the§. indicated the target was in, 
when it was actually more than o~e positi~n away. Under this criterion 
a given target line could contain both a miss and F/A error. 
Task performance was mea~red and analyzed on the basis of missed 
targets and F/A errors for both scoring criteria. The data analyzed and 
presented in thi~ section was under scoring criterion "H", the more 
stl'inge:nt scoring method, Comparable data analysis under criterion "E" 
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is contained in Appendix B. 
Perfo;i,iiance SU?lml~d over all exper.im.ental conditions is contained in 
Table XI, As may be seen frqm. this table the total erroz• rate including 
both misses and F/A errors was 17o7 percent. §..s failed to properly 
identify a target on 24.7% of the stimulus strings which contained a 
target letter, while their F/A rate was 10~4 percento The differential 
effect of th,e HC and LC conditions on missed targets and F/A was more 
clearly demonstrated in this study than in Experiment I. 
~:;se9 IH:get Errors: The c~rves plotted in figure 11 represent 
the percent of Dlissed targets for st~ulus string velocities Vl and V2 
under both HC and LC conditions. It may be noted the f!imilarity between 
the curves of Vl and V2o As in Experiment l, the RC oonc;iition was as-
sociated with a "modified V" shape curve which indicated a higher error 
rate among the lateral target positions. The LC condition provided a 
lower overall position error rate, and for Vl the target position errors 
were relatively constant. The condition V2-LC exhibited an interesting 
trend in that the terminal target positions refl.e~ted a higher error 
rate than did the central positions. A Newman Keuls' test revealed that 
the tex,11inal target positions (2,7) ~re significantly different from 
the other pesitions at .E." .0.5. Under Vl-LC only target position 2 was 
significantly different (].~o0.5) while other comparisons between position 
means were insignificant. An analysis of variance was conpucted on the 
! 
number of errors for each s, and the results are summarized in Table 
. -
XII. In this analysis it was noted that there were no significant dif-
ferences b~tween Vl and V2. Visual confusion and target position factors 
were significant beyond the ].1'o0l level as well as their interaction. 
These findings are in agreement with the trends in Figure llo The Con-
fu.sion I Target Position interaction.was analyzed for simple effects and 
TAB:r..E XI 
A SYNOPSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL TASK PERFORMANCE 
Total number of stimulus lines presented •••••••• 
Number of lines scored as errors (misses+ F/A) ••••• 
Percent total error ••••••••••••••••• • • 
• • • 
• • 0 
• 0 ' 
Number of lines containing a target ••••••• 
Number of lines scored as misses •••••••• 
Percent missed targets ••••••••••••• 
• 0 e • • • 0 
0 e O e • e • 
• • 0 • e Clo fl 
Number of lines not containing a target •••••••••• 
Number of lines scored as F/A ••••••••••••••• 
Percent F/A ••••••• , .......... • •• , , •• 
0 • 
0 0 
Number of IC target lines •••• 
Number of lines scored as mtsses 
Percent missed targets ••••• 
• & • • • • • • • 
e e ~ 0 0 0 • 0 0 
. . . ~ . . . . . 
• 0 
0 • 
• • 
O 0 
C> • • • 
e O O • 
0 0 0 e 
Number of HC target lines. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Number of lines scored as misses •••••••• , ••• ~ •• 
Percent missed targets •••••••••••••••••••• 
Number of LC nontarget lines ••••••••••• 
Number of lines scored F/A •• • • o ••••••• 
Pere en t F /A. • • o • o • • • .. • • o • • • • o • • 
. . o • • a 
Number of HC nontarget lines •••••••••• 
Number of lines scored as F/A •••••••••• 
Percent F/ A. • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
0 • ~ e • • 
• 0 . . .. . 
• • • 0 • • 0 
• 0 0 0 0 O 0 
• • • • • • 0 
5,760 
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17.?~ 
2,880 
713 
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Figure ll. Average Percent Misses for Target Position as a Function of Velocity and 
Confusion Level 
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TABLE XII 
ANALISIS OF VARIANCE FOR MISSED TARGE,"T EaRORS 
Souroc;, df ss MS F/Cal 
Between Subj. 19 185.55 9o?7 
A(Velooity) l 6 .. 34 6.34 o.64 
Subj. w. Gps. 18 179.21 6.96 
Within Subj. 220 2271.24 10.32 
B (Confusion) 1 870.20 8?0.20 162.96*• 
AB 1 19.84 19.84 3.72 
:a x Subj. w. Gps. 18 96.04 5.34 
C (String Pos.) 5 417 .. Q7 83.41 17.16** 
AC 5 42.24 8.45 1.74 
C x Subj. W. Gps. 90 4J7.44 4.86 
:00 5 167 .. 87 :.n.57 13.99** 
ABC 5 4.94 Oo99 o.41 
EC x Subj. w. Gps. 90 215.60 2.40 
Total 239 Zl,56.79 
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the results of this test are contained in Table XIII. A ~raphic repre-
sentation of 'ijlese effects are illustrated in figure 12. Again the dif-
ferences in error patterning for the two confu.sion levels is accentuated. 
The AOV of these simple effects revealed significant differences (,E.<.01) 
between co~:f'usion levels over all target positions. There were also 
significant differences (p~.01) between the target positions for each 
level of v1,sual confusion. Another featu~ of Figure 12 is that of the 
significant differences between the target positions at each level of 
confusion. Th:is is demonstrated in the rise.in error rate among the 
lateral target positions for the LC condition. tn the HC condition, the 
difference in target positions is most noticeable among a comparison of 
string positions; 2,6,7, with the central string positions 3,4, and Jo 
False Alam Errors: Performance measur.ed by the number of F/A per 
target position is graphically displayed in Figure 13. The values in 
graph are pased upon the total number of F/A per target positiono The 
scoring method of criterion "H" necessitated using totals rather than 
percents in that a F/A could be scored for a yes/response to a target 
line, ~s well as a n~:m-target line, thereby leaving undetermined tbe 
base for a percentage.· An AOV was perfomed on these e?"l"ors and the re~ 
sults are presented in Table XIV. As in the case of missed target er-
rors, confusion lev~l, target positio~ and the intera~tion of these fac~ 
tors we::re significantl.y different (,E.<oOl). It is to be noted that letter 
string positions 1 and 8 were included in this analysis as there was a 
SD'lall n~ber of F/A errors made in these positions, but they are not due 
to an.artifact. 
A test of simple effects for confusion level and lett,er string po~ 
sition was znade and the results are listed in the AOV summary in Table 
1Jl. Thi$ analysis indicated that th.ere were si,gnificant (2 < .01) 
TABLE XIII 
AOV SUMMARY OF SIMPLE EFFECTS FOR CONFUSION AND TARGET POSITION 
INTERACTJ:ON 
So'1rc~ df ss F/Cal 
Visual Conf~sion at 
TP-2 1 189.22 189.22 65~47** 
TP-J 1 ;2.40 32.40 ll.21** 
TP .. 4 1 60.02 60.02 20.77** 
TP ... 5 1 62.50 62.50 2l.63"'* 
Tf .. 6 l 297.02 297.02 102.78** 
TP-7 1 369.90 369,90 137.34** 
Error 78 2z5.42 2.89 
Target Pos. at 
LC 5 76.07 15.21 4.19** 
HC 5 508.87 101.77 28.04** 
Error 54 196.02 3.63 
** = E·<".01 
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TABLE XIV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY 'J,'ABLE FOR FALSE ALARM ERRORS 
Source df ss MS F/Cal 
Between Subj. 19 261"30 13.75 
A (Velocity 1 0.01 0.01 0.0007 
Subj. w, Gps, 18 261~29 14.52 
WitM,p SUbj. 300 1156.50 3.86 
B (Confu~ion 1 162.45 162.45 23.17** 
AB 1 15.31 J..5.31 2.18 
B x Subj. w. Gps. 18 126.24 7.01 
C (String Pos.) 7 164,85 23.55 8.04** 
AC 7 5.34 0.76 0,26 
C x Subj, w. Gps. 126 369,31 2.93 
BC 7 55.30 7.90 4.05** 
ABC 7 11.54 1.65 0.85 
BC x Subj, w. Gps. 126 246.16 1.9.5 
T<?tal, 319 1417,80 
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TABLE XV 
AOV SUMMARY OF SIMPLE EFFEXJTS FOR CONFUSION AND LETT~ STRING 
. . INTERACTION ON fALSE ALARM ERROBS 
Soux,oe df ss MS F/Cal 
Vi~al Confusion at 
TP,.1 1 0.23 Oo23 0.09 
TP-Z l 40.65 40.65 15,76** 
TP.,..3 ]. 62.50 p2.50 24.22** 
TP.4 1 22.50 22,.50 8.72** 
Tp .. 5 l 42.02 42,02 16,29** 
TP ... 6 1 34.22 34c22 13,26** 
TP ... 7 1 18.22 18.22 7o06** 
Tp .. 8 1 0.03 0.03 0,01 
Erl'or 112 288.96 2.58 
Tar~et Po$. at 
LC 7 22.47 3.21 1.32 
HC 7 197.67 28.24 11.57** 
El;"ror 66 161.04 2.44 
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difference~ between lette~ positions 2 .. 7., 'l;,ut that for letter positions 
1 and 8 there were no significant differences attributable to the piffer-
ent levels 0£ visual contusion, The IC condition did not contain any 
sig~ficant differences between the eight letter :positions. However, 
; 
the HC QOndition did incij.cate a difference between the letter string po-
sit~ons, bQ.t thi~ wa.s primarily due to positions 1 and 6 qe:1,ng included. 
P;tsregarding their effects, an inspection of Table XV reveals a fairly 
consistant level 0£ error~ among the s~ target posi~ions for the HC con-
dition, Thus, there is a different F/A error rate associated with each 
level of visual, contusion. 
It was mentioned earlier that two scoring criteria were ~sed in this 
experinlent. The reiationship between these scoring methods ca~ be easily 
seen by an inspection of figure 14. This graph represents the relative 
difference between the two scoring criteria fo~ scoring missed targets 
that occµrred while scanning the target lines at Vl. The relationship 
of the cu;rves l'leveal that criterion "H" y:i.elde~ a slightly elevated er .. 
ror rate; however, this errc;,r rate is closely related to that measured 
by criterion "E11 • The feature of D1ajor importance Wi:LS that under LC 
there was a small difference between the two scoring methods, w:hil,e 
under HC conditions the relative difference increased. This would indi-
cate another possible effect of visual confusion. Not only is it hard to 
detect a ~rget, but it is 4llso more difficult to locate its position or, 
on the other hand, one can miss the actual target and make a F/Ao This 
again einp~sizes th~ powerful effects of visu~l contusion on searQh be .. 
haviQr. 
Di~cussion 
The ~ajor purpos~ of this experiment was to compare the effeQts of 
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differe~t field veiooities upon scanning behavior. An analysis of the 
various measurest,,of perfo:rmance failed to reveal any significant differ-
ences attributable to different target.field velocities. The absence of 
the di.fterences may be a result of the oom.bination of stimulus exposure 
time and angular targ~t velocity ~tilized in this'experj,ment. From the 
results of Bu.rg and Hulbert, (1961) the minimum angular velocity of tar~ 
get stimuli used tn their DVA test were 20 deg/sec. with a one second 
exposure duratiop.. Therefore, the velocities in this experiment could 
have been so slow that the differential effects were nullified. A 
second factor tha.~ must be considered is exposure tinle. 
A question arises as to which measu,re should form the bases for de-
termin~g exposure time in a tas~ of·this type. As shown in Table I, 
the time that the intact stimulus line was visible was equa.tE;ld for Vl 
and V2. However, the st~ulus strings were exposed moving into view 
from behind one edge of the viewing aperture and disappearing behind the 
other edge, Thi$ exposu:re time for Vl and V2 was 562.5 mseo. and 312 • .5 
msec. respectively. 
Recent research by Hoch~rg (1968), Parks (1965, 1968), and Haber 
and Nathanson (1968), indicates that the approp~iate base for exposure 
time would be the duration truit any portion of a sti)nulus was visible" 
Their findings, using similar methods of stimulus presentation indicate 
that a great deal of in!o:rmation can be extracted from even a subtotal 
presentation of a stimulus item. Thus, for tasks involving serial ex~ 
posure of a stimulus (regardless of the rapidity of t,he "u:q.veiling" time) 
might necessita,e beginning the e;x:posure tipie with the first, instant 
that~ portion of the stim.ulus is visible. 
In conju,nctton with the question posed above, is one raised by 
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Sperling (1960). He raised a question as to how long was information 
available in brief taohistQscopic exposures of stiJ:llUli. He found evidence 
that after stim'1,1lui;;precentation· had ceased, the §.s were still capable 
of extracting·$tilnulus information from a type of stored'visual image. 
He called this mnemonic process the Visual Information System (VIS)o 
This was a very short term memory system which lasts for a fraction of a 
second after the stinlulus has been removed. 
The exposure times that Sperling used were durations from .015 to 
.500 seconds and this range well encom.pased the exposure times used in 
both Experiment I t;111d in the present ,study. The implication of these 
findings would suggest that scanning behavior is primarily a function of 
the time available for processing stimulus inf~rmation, rather than 
limited to the interval or time that the st~ulus is physically pre-
sented to the s. 
-
'!'his time span would begin W.:,.th any partial exposure of the stimu-
lus and terminate when the brie:f'ly stored visual image has faded. 
ln this experiment the relatively long time span available for ex~ 
tracting stim.ulus infQtr,lation, in conjunction with the particular angular 
velocities of the st:i.muli, could have masked any effects which might have 
been attribllted to changes in velocity. 
The relationship of missed target errors with the levels of visual 
confusion exhibited not only a, quantitative but qualitative :i,nterrelated-
ness. As in Experiment I, the HC condition produced a "V" shape pattern-
ing of errors in which the:rie were a larger nlllllber of misses in the lat.,~ 
eral string positions. The U:: condition demonstrated an equivalency of 
errors across the targ113t positions. These findings would indicate that 
perception of a target in this type of visual search task is more sensi-
tive~to the background configuration than t~ the particular mode in which 
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it i.s displayed. 
The cQncept of Maekworth's visual noise and how the relative level 
of noise is associated with the level of visual coruusion wo1lld again 
explain the apparent contraction of the useful visual field in this ex-
.. \ 
per:i.Illental search task. This is supported by Figure 10, which indicates 
that under a conditi9n ~f. low visual noise (U::) the u~eful field (error 
rate less than 50%) is at least the width of the six target positionso 
Under a higher notse level (HC), the visual system is overloaded and 
thus contracts to a width of four target positions, in order to process 
a smaller a.ni.ount of information with greater aQcuraoy. 
False alarm (F/A) errors were mQre easily interpretable in this 
study tllan in the .first e::icperiment. There was a positive correlation 
between the level of visual confu.sion,and t~e F/A error rate. It is 
intere~ti?lg to note that there did not appear to be any differential 
patterning of positi.onal errors in relation to a specific level of visual 
conf'usion. ApparentJ.y there is little correlation of error rate "'4th 
target position, thus, indicating that this type performance measure is 
oril,.y grossly affected by changes in contusion level. The string po-
sitions land 8 were included in the analysis to demonstr~te that even 
though a target never occurred in these positions (without the.§ given 
knowledge of it) the Ss would infrequently mark these positions as con .. 
-
taining targets. 'l'hus, ag;a.in emphasizing how a high confusion level can 
effect the total stimulus in producing F/A. 
In s,,munary it may oe concluded, a~ in Experiment I, that the con ... 
fusion level in a visual search task affects performance more strongly 
than the othe~ variables investigated. The second factor, and probably 
the one with more far reaching implications, is how a high target/ 
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backgrou~q confusion oan reduce the size of the useful field and can 
ore4te a functional type of t,uµiel vision. Another thing concerning 
this oontr4otion of the fteld is that it i.s relatively instantaneous in 
that the ordering of HG and~. stilriulus strings wa, randomized and from 
trial ;o trial any ordering of eon.fusion was probable. :From the results 
it can be seen that this tield must contract on initial exposure of a 
stimulus string ~d immediately expand for a to string. Henoe, it is un-
likely th$.t there were Qar:ry-over effects from trial to trial in terms 
of §.shaving a particular view;i.ng strategy. 
CHAPrER IV 
EXPE;RIMENT III:' VISUAL SEARCH BEHAVIOR AS A FUNCTION OF 
STIMULUS ORIENTATION AND DIRECTION OF FI~D MOVEMENT 
Differences in visu.al search behavior that are attributable to 
' ' ' ' ' . . ' 
stim~us orientation hav~ usu.ally been measured as a function of scan-
ning speed. Brown and Strongman's (1966), paper is representative, both 
in methodology and experimental findings, of research dealing with the 
study of stimulus orientation and its effects upon visual search be-
havior using a static field. They reported that a horizontal strin~ (HS) 
of letters was scanned more quickly than a correspondingly arrayed ver-
tioal string (VS) of letters. They attributed the difference in scanning 
speed to the factor of stimulus orientation rather than to characteris-
tics of letter arrangement and reading skills. 
This present expe~ment was designed to investigate differences in 
stimulus orientia,tion and the effect of different directions of movement 
for each of the stimulus string orientations. 
St:i,mulus string movement was cl~ssified as involving either a 
"ty-pical" or an 11atypical11 direction. The :rationale for this classifica .. 
tion was based -q.pon the sequential order of reading written English. If 
one considers the relative movement and direction of stimulus material, 
asSU?D,ing no eye movement, necessary to accomplish the sequential presen-
tation of material to be read; ~hen reading involves the stimulus ma-
terial moving in a South to North (Bottom to Top) direction for process-
ing lines of words sequentially. An East to West directi~n is required 
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for scanning words in a proper sequ~nce within a given line, ego, the 
reader trac~s from West to East; therefore the appropriate motion, with 
the reader stationary, of the stimulus material is East to West. 
For a HS letter string moving in a South to North ~irection and for 
a VS letter string moving in an East to West direction would constitute 
a "Typical" direction pattern. North to South and West to East direc-
tions of movement for the HS and VS strings, respectively, were classi~ 
fied as "Atypical" directions. 
Method 
Stimulus. Materials: The same pool of capital letters as used in Ex: .. 
periment II were used as stimulio An eight letter string size was again 
utilized, and these were arrayed on both a horizontal and vertical axiso 
For each orientation, HS and VS, lists were composed of an equal number 
of HC and lC contusion letter strings. 
Apparatus: The same apparatus was used as in Experiment II with 
the following modifications. Letter strings moved at a constant velo-
city of 0.66 in/sea. through the viewing apertures. Two apertures (0.25 
x 2/0 in,) were used, one for the display of HS letter stringso The 
second aperture was oriented :\n a North-South direction to display the 
moving VS letter strings. 
~erimental Variables: 1) and 2) Orientation and direction of 
string movement. HS letter strings moved in both a North to South and 
South to North direction through a horizontally orientated viewing aper-
ture. VS letter strings moved in both an East to West and West to East 
direction through a viewing aperture oriented on a vertical axis. 
3) Target/background confusion. The same letter lists (HC,I.C) as 
in Experiment I were ~sed, each arrayed in both a line and column 
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arrangement. 
4) Letter string position. As in the previous experiment, target 
letters occupied string positions two through seven and F/A were scored 
on all eight string positions. 
Elcperim.ental Desiga: The design of thi~ experim.ent was a 2x2x2:x6 
split plot factorial design. The first factor, stimulus orientation, 
was a Between-S measure, and the remaining three factors were Within=S 
- -
variableso 
Stimulus Presentation and Recording: This study employed the same 
manner of trial presentation and recording of responses as in Experiment 
II. 
Procedure: The procedure followed was t~e sa.m.e as in the preceed-
ing exp~rim.ento 
Subjects: Twenty introductory psychology students at Oklahoma 
State University participated as .§so Ea.ch. of the two groups were com ... 
posed of five male and five fem.ale ~so Group assignment and sequence of 
experimental conditions .was made according to a rand.omization procedure. 
These §.s were tested for normal near vision on the same FAA form #29170 
Scoring of Responses: Responses were scored in the same manner as 
in the previous two experimentso 
Results 
Performance in this visual search task was me~sured on both missed 
target errors and F/A. The data were analyzed on both scoring criteria 
as in previous experiments. Criterion ''H" scoring was analyzed and pre-
sented in this section, while the analysis of criterion "E" scores is 
contained in Appendix C. Reference to this source may be made if the 
reader desires to make comparisons between the two scowing methodso 
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The exper:i,mental task per£ormanoe on this visual search experiment 
is summarized in Table XVI. A comparison of the data in this table and 
that of Table I in Experj,ment II yields comparable error rates with the 
exception of missed target errors. 
Missed Target Errors: Figure 15 illustrates a comparison of the 
average performance of ~s relative to the two st:i,mulus orientations. 
These values were derived by summing and averaging over the two direc-
tions of movement for each confusion level and for eaoh orientationo 
From a cursory inspection of these ~erformance curves, it is apparent 
that targets were detected with greater accuracy in a HS string than in 
a VS string. The effect of visual confusion on target detection is 
again demonstrated and the relationship between HC and IC conditions re-
mains that of a semi-vee shape and a relatively straight line, respec-
tively. 
Figures 16 and 17, graphically describe the relative difference be-
tween directions of field movement for the HS and VS orientationso 
In Figure 17 it may be noticed that there is relatively little 
difference in error rates attributable to the two movement patterns in 
either the LC or HC condition for an HS letter string. Differential ef-
fects of movement pa.tterns is more clearly illustrated i,n Figure 17 
which depiots performance on a vertically oriented letter string. In 
this there is agai~ relative equal performance under a IC condition; 
however, under the HC condition it is quite apparent that the atypical 
(left to right) direction produces a higher rate of misses across all 
positions. Comparing the performance among the two orientations for the 
HC condition it would appear that the central portions of the letter 
string are more affected by directional variables than are the lateral 
target positions. 
TABLE XVI 
A SYNOPSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL TASK PiRFOHMANCE 
Total number of sti?11ulus lines presented ••• , • 01 •••• 
Number oi lines containing an error ••••••• o ••• 
Percent total error• ••••• o •••••••••••••• 
Number of lines containing a target letter ••••• o ••• o 
Number of lines scored as misses ••• , •••••• • •••• 
Percent misses ••• , • • •• o •••• • •••••••••• 
Number of lines not containing a target letter •••••••• 
Number of line~ scored as false aiarms •••••••••••• 
Percent F/ A • • • • • . • . • . • . • . • • ~ • ~ • • • , • • 
Number of (LC) ~rget lines 
Number of l'rl,sses •••• • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
. . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . 
Percent misses.. • • • . . ' . . . . . . . . ,, . . . . . . . . 
Number of (HC) target lines. , ••••• , • 
Number of np.sses •••••••••••••••• 
Percent misses •••••• , •• • ••••••• 
. . . . 
• • • • • 
~ . . . . 
NumQer of (LC) non~target lines o • , •••••••• 
Number of F/A •••••••••••••• , ••••••• 
Percent F/A ••••••• , ••••••••• 0 ••••• 
• • 
• • 
. . 
. . 
• • 
. . 
Number of (HC) non~target lines •••••• • •••• 
Number of F/ A • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • , o 
Percent F/A ••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • • 
• ' '1 ' 
• • • • 
11,520 
2,365 
20.5% 
73 
5,760 
1,754 
38.1% 
5,760 
611 
10.6% 
2,880 
351 
12.1% 
2,880 
1,403 
48.7% 
2,880 
192 
6. 61/o 
2,880 
419 
14.5~ 
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Figure 15. Missed Target Errors for Orientation and Confusion Level ~s a Function of String 
P_osition 
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Figure 16. Missed Target Errors as a Function of Direction of String Movement for a 
Horizontal Array of Stimulus Letters 
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The performance measu.red by missed~target errors was analyzed by an 
AOV procedure and the results are S'Wmllarized in Table XVII. The results 
of this analysis :revealed that all four factors were significant as well 
as four of the two factor interactions. These interactions were in turn 
analyzed for s::l.mple effects. 
The interaction of string orientation with confusion level is sum-
marized in Table XVIII. The results indicated that under the LC con-
dition there were no significant differences in error rate between the HS 
and VS string orientations. However, under HC (high confusion) tqere was 
a higb.ly signincant difference in the error rate and that there were 
more errors as in Experiment I for the VS orientation. 
The simple effects of .the stimulus orientation with target position 
interaction were analyzed and the summary of the data is presented in 
Table XlX a~d graphically displayed in Figure 16. An interesting find-
ing of the simple effects was, even though the curves were statistically 
diffe:M9nt, there was a close similarity of error patterning between the 
two orientations, with the VS producing the higher error rate. 
Tlle third interaction analyzed was direction of movement and con-
f~sion level. The summary of this AOV procedure for testing of simple 
effects is containeq in ~ble XX. The results indicated that under the 
LC oQndition there were no significant differences attributable to the 
two directions of string movement. However, with a high level of 
. 
target/background oonfusability, the directional movement of the letter 
strings did produce a significant difference (,£<.01) of error rates. 
The last test of simple effects was made on the interaction of con~ 
fusion level with target positions. The AOV summary is contained in 
Table XXI and t,lle relationships displayed in Figure 19. The relation-
ship between the HC and LC condition is again replicated as it has been 
TABLE XVIJ; 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR MISSED TARGET ERRORS 
Sou:roe 
Between Subjects 
A (OrientatiQn) 
Subj. W, Gps. 
Within SubjeQts 
B (Movement) 
AB 
B x Subj. w. Gps. 
C (Confusion) 
AC 
C X Subj, W, ~ps. 
D (Str~ng Posi1;.ion) 
AD 
D x Subj. w~ Gps, 
EC 
,/\BC 
BC x Subj. W. Gps. 
BD 
ABD 
BD x Subj. W. Gps. 
'CD 
ACD 
CD x Subj. W, Gps. 
BCD 
AB:D 
BCD X Subj. w. Gps. 
Total 
** = Jl<.Ol 
* 1= ,a<.05 
df' 
19 
1 
18 
460 
1 
1 
18 
1 
1 
18 
5 
5 
90 
1 
1 
18 
5 
5 
90 
5 
5 
90 
5 
5 
90 
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ss MS 
1439.57 75.77 
623.35 623035 
816022 45.35 
4541.67 9.87 
19.60 19.60 
14.35 14.35 
69.93 3.89 
2266.35 2266.35 
84.17 84.17 
237.19 13.18 
.5.55,34 111.07 
.59"89 11.98 
412.66 4.59 
13.00 13.00 
4.22 4.22 
43.99 2.44 
13.34 2.67 
15.59 3.12 
187.45 2.08 
127.79 25.56 
11.27 2.25 
240.49 2.67 
21.74 4.35 
3.72 0.74 
139,59 1.55 
5981.24 
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F/Cal 
13.75** 
5.04* 
3.69 
171.95** 
6.39* 
24.20** 
2o61* 
)o33* 
1.73 
1.28 
1.50 
9 • .57** 
o.84 
2.81* 
Oo48 
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TABLE XVIII 
\ 
A~V SU!flARY OF SD1PLE EFFECTS FOR ORIENTATION AND CONFUSION 
. . LEVEL INTERACTION 
Source df ss MS F/Cal 
Orientation at 
IP 1 124.66 124.66 4o26 
HO 1 582.81 582.81 19.91** 
En-or 18 29.27 
Vi$U.al Contusion at 
HS 1 738.51 738.51 56.03** 
vs l 1612.02 1612.02 122.Jl** 
Errol' 18 13.18 
TABLE; nx 
AOV SUM?4ARY OF SJ;MPLE EFFECTS FOR ORIEN'.fA'l'ION AND IiETTER POSITION 
. ON MISSED TARGET ERRORS 
Sou.roe 
0:l'ientation at 
TP ... 2 
TP-3 
TP ... 4 
TP ... 5 
'l'P-6 
TP-7 
Error 
String Position at 
HS 
vs 
Error 
** ::;: J2 < ,Ol 
* = l2.<"•05 
df ss 
1 51.20 
1 68.45 
1 35.12 
1 162,45 
l J,83.02 
l 183.02 
?8 
5 241.53 
5 373.70 
90 
MS F/Cal 
51.20 4.50* 
68.45 6.01* 
35.12 3.09 
162.45 14.28** 
183.02 16.08** 
183,02 16.08** 
11.38 
46.31 10.53** 
74,74 16.28** 
4,59 
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Figure 18. Illustration of Interaction Between String Orientation and Target Position 
TABLE XX 
AOV SUMMARl OF SIMPLE EFFEC'l'S FOR MOVEMENT AND CONFUSION INT~-
ACTION FOR MISSED TARGET ERRORS 
Source df ss MS F/Cal 
Movement at 
LC 1 0,34 0.34 0.11 
~c 1 32.26 32.26 10.18** 
Error 18 3.17 
Visual Confusion at 
Typical 1 968.0l 968.0l 123.94** 
Atypi'cal, l 1311.34 1311.34 167091** 
Error 18 ?.81 
** = E. <..01 
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TABLE ID 
AOV SUMMARY OF SIMPLE EFFEXJTS .FOR CONFUSION AND TARGEr POSITION 
INTERACTION 
Source df ss MS F/Cal 
Visual Confusion at 
TP ... 2 l 561.80 561.80 127.10** 
TP-3 l 192.20 192.20 43.48** 
TP .. 4 l 221.e2 227.82 51.54•* 
TP•5 l 288.80 288.80 65.34** 
TP .. 6 
. / ,.-·-~-, '•·-·.....,, . .,..,' ~ 
409.5~ 409.52 92.65* l 
TP-7 1 714.02 714.02 161.54** 
Error 18 4.42 
Target Position at 
IC 5 78044 15.69 4.32** 
HC 5 6041168 120.94 33032** 
Error 90 3.63 
** = E. < .01 
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Figure 190 Illustration of Interaction Between Confusion Level and Target Position 
in the two previous experiments. 
False Alarm Errors& The total number of F/A errors per string po. 
sition for both the HS and VS orientations are displayed in Figures 20 
and 21, These values were derived using criterion "H" as a scoring 
measure. 
It is noteworthy that for horizontally presented stillluli the error 
rate for combinations of visual confusion and string movement is rela-
tively stable across all cell positions of the stimulus string. The 
vertical array of l~tter strings presents a comparable relationship with 
the exception that the typical, (rj,.ght to left) movement was associated 
with a notable increase in errors among string positions ~,3, and 4 
under high visual qonfusion. The major aspegt of these curves is the 
difference in the F/A rate between the two levels of confusion. 
An AOV of this data is summarized in Table XXII. The main effects 
of stimulus orientation and direction of movement were nonsignificant at 
the ,05 level; however, the interaction of stimulus orien"t$.tion and 
string position was significant. This interaction was analyzed for sim-
ple effects and the results are contained in Table XXIII. The important 
findings of this analysis was that the positions 2,3, and 4 exhibited a 
higher error ~ate for the VS orientation than for the HS string, while 
the remaining cell positiQns were not statistically different (g<.05). 
As depicted in Figure 22, the error rate for the HS array was rela-
tively stable across the target positions, (2-7), wit4 the major differm 
ences being the contrast of string positions 1,8 with 2 and?. The VS 
string displayed a higher overall error rate and a larger number of F/A 
for ~he letter qelis 2,3,and 4, when com.pared to cell positions 5,6, and 
7. 
Table It[V contains the last interaction investigated, t;hat of 
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Figure ~Oo-- -False Alarm_ Errors for Movement Direction on a Horizontal String 
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Figure 21. Fal-se Ala;rm Errors for Movement Direction on a Vertical String 
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Figure 22. Illu13tration of Interaction Between Stimulus Orientation and String Position 
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TABLE XXII 
ANALYSIS OF V.A.RtANCE SUMMARY TABLE FOR FALSE ALARM ERRORS 
Source d;f ss F/Cal 
Between Subjects 19 544.91 28Q67 
A (Orientation) 1 72.23 72 .. 23 2o75 
Subj. w. Gps. 18 472.68 26.26 
Within Subjects 620 1734.34 2.80 
B (Movement) l 5.08 5.08 0.83 
Al3 1 18.56 18.56 3.04 
Bx Subj. W. Gps. 18 108.26 6.10 
C (Confusion) l 90075 90.75 4.69* 
AC 1 3.75 3.75 0.19 
C x Sµbj. W. Gps, 18 348.15 19.34 
P (String Position) 7 163.36 23.34 10.28* 
AD 7 37,44 5.35 2.36* 
D x Subj. W. Gps. 126 285.79 2.27 
BC l 2.89 2.89 0.59 
ABC 1 4.73 4.73 0.97 
BC X Subj, Wo Gps. 18 87~54 4.86 
BD 7 13.79 1.97 lo95 
ABD 7 19.25 2e75 2,72* 
BD x Subj. W. Gps. 126 127.31 1.01 
CD 7 28.06 4.01 2.11* 
ACD 7 7.71 1.10 0.58 
CD x Subj. W, Gps. lZ6 239.82 1.90 
BCD 7 15.77 2,25 2.42* 
ABCP 7 8.99 1.28 1.37 
BCD x Subj. W. Gps, 126 117.34 0.93 
Total 639 2279.25 
* = :e,<.05 
TABLE IDII 
AOV SUMMARY OF PIMPLE EFFF.cTS FOR S'.fIMULUS ORIENTATION AND LETTER 
STRING INTERACTION ON FALSE ALARM ERRORS 
SOUl'Ce 
Orientiition at 
TP .. l 
TP.2 
TP-3 
rp..,4 
TP ... 5 
TP ... 6 
TP-7 
TP ... 8 
E:i;-ror 
Position at 
HS 
vs 
Error 
** ;;;; ,2 < .01 
* =,a<,05 
d:f 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
1 
l 
113 
7 
7 
126 
MS F/Cal 
0.012 0,012 0.002 
30.12 30.12 5.72* 
32.52 32,52 6.17* 
26.45 26.45 5o02* 
1.52 1.52 0.29 
10.52 10.52 2.00 
8.45 8.45 1.60 
0.10 0.10 0.019 
5.27 
51.40 7.34 3.23** 
164.4 23,49 10.35** 
2.27 
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TABl,E mv 
40V SO?-n1ARY OF SIMPLE EFF~TS FOR CONFUSION AND LETTER STRING 
POSITION INTERACTION ON FALSE ALARM ERRORS 
Source df ss F/Cal 
V~sual Confusion at 
TP-1 1 0.01 0.01 0.0009 
TP ... 2 l 13.62 13.62 1.28 
TP ... 3 1 .40,62 40.62 3.82 
TP-4 1 14.45 14.45 1.36 
TP-5 1 7.82 7.82 0.74 
TP-6 1 19.02 19.02 l.79 
TP-7 l 22.05 22.05 2.08 
TP ... 8 1 1.25 1.25 0.12 
Error 72 10.62 
String Position at 
LC 7 39.98 5.71 2.93 
HC 7 1.51.45 21.64 U .. 10* 
Error 126 1.95 
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confusion level with letter string position. The simple effects of con-
fusion leyel with better string position. The simple effects of confu-
sion level with the individual cell positions were nonsignificant (,£<e01) 
across all eight cell positions. This finding is aberrant when compared 
with the same in'f:reraction as C!>courred in Experiment II, where there were 
significantly diffe~ent error rates for the two levels of con.fusion. 
The only significant contrasts of cell position and confusion level oc-
curred under the HC condition and this is primarily due to the large 
number of F/A that occurred on a VS string in cell positions 2,3, and 4. 
Discussion 
The relationship between string orientation and effectiveness of 
scanning behavior as determined in this study using a dynamic field, is 
in agreement with the results of Brown and Strongman (1966) who used 
static fields. Horizontal letter strings were scarµied with greater ac-
curacy than the VS arrays under both a HC and LC condition. 
The second major variable, direction of stimulus movement, appeared 
to have inconsequ.entj,al effects on target deteet,ion exeept when it was 
conducted under a HC condition. Under these conditions, the "typical" 
directions of st:1.mulus movement (Sou.th to North for HS; East to West for 
VS) yielded lower error rates for the various target positions. The 
largest relative difference between directional effects occurred with a 
VS letter string. The inte:rpretation of this phenomenon of movement 
patte~s is difficult in that one cannot eliminate the possiQ].e biasing 
' 
effects of experience gained in reading written English from the two di-
rections of movement. Thus, reading experience would tend to make the 
"typical" movement direct.ions less perceptually disturbing and produce a 
lower erro~ rate. 
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Performance measured by F/A errors revealed further difference in 
the ability of scanning a VS and HS stimulus array. Direction movement 
of the stimulus strings did not produce a corresponding difference in 
error rate. 
In summary this experiment again supports the theoretical basis for 
explaining visual search behavior from a basis of "visual noise•• as pro-
posed by ftlackworth. Not only is there a difference in the width of the 
useful field in t~e HC and IC conditions, any other variable introduced 
into the scanning task that increases the load upon the S also results 
.... 
in an elevation of the error rate~ among t~e lateral target positionse 
The net result of this is that the slope of the Vee shape error curve 
steepens and the effective field size is further reduced as evidenced by 
the level and shape of the HC condition error curves for a HS and VS 
string. Thus, one may propose that the differences in target deteot-
abil,ity attributable to stimulus orientation are a result of the physio~ 
logical l:imitations of the visual system itself and may be considered as 
a source of "internal noise". Th'Q.s external or internal introduction of 
noise into the visual system creates limitations on the channel capacity 
and efficiency of processing visual stimuli. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONC:WSION 
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate visual search be-
havior in a dynamio .fielc;i. The experimental task required the Ss to 
.... 
identify the presence or absence of a target letter among an array of 
other background letters. Performanc,e was evalua tad on the basis of the 
number and type of errors committed during the task. Three experiments 
were conducted. 
The first expe:rin,.ent, with a static field, provided normative data 
on several variables which then could be compared to results obtained 
using a moving display of stimulus matezdal. The second experiment was 
primarily concerned with the effect of different field velocities upon 
scanning behavior. The last experiment investigated the effect of stim-
ulus orientation and direet;i.on of sti:m;ulus movement upon target detec .. 
tion. 
Errors were classif:i.ed in signal detection terminology as being 
either misses or false alanns. Missed target errors proved to be the 
most sensitive measure in reflecting changes of the experimental vari-
ables. These change13 in searQh behavior were both qualitative and 
quantitative in nature. False alarm errors renected what were con-
sidered to be only gross changes in search behavior and were usually 
sensitive to changes in visual search behavior resulting from variables 
in the level of visual confusion. 
The major findings of this paper were as follows. 1) In 
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contrasting visual search behavior in a static and dynamic field, it 
was found that there were many common characteristics of performance be ... 
tween the two field conditions. Response to various stimulus configura-
tions were qualitatively similar in that each exhibited a common func-
tion of relating errors to target posi ti.ems w::l thin the stimulus string~ 
2) Many of the var,iables involved in normal scanning behavior such 
as scanning time, direction of stimulus movement, and stimulus velocity 
were effective in creating differential perf'ormanQe levels only under a 
high level of visual confusiono This suggests that search behavior is 
quite flexible in responding to varying conditions as long as the task 
itself is not conducted under a great deal of complexity. Visual con-
:f'usion of target and background proved to have the greatest influence on 
the efficiency and characteristics of target identification in the 
various tasks. 
3) A distinct and common patterning of missed target errors oc-
curred between the two levels of visual confusion among the three ex-
periments. Under a low level of ~arget/background confusion, targets 
could be detected with approximately equal precision across all target 
positions of the stimulus strings. This led to a rather flat type error 
curve with minor fluctuations of error level between adjacent cell er-
rors. However, under high visual confusion, the error rate over the 
target positions was distributed in a unique manner. The central target 
positions were scanned more accurately than the lateral positionso The 
data plot of these errors resulted in a semi-vee shaped curve which is 
opposite in shape to the usual serial position curves reported in stud-
ies of tasks concerned with visual span. 
It is assumeo that the perfomance measured in this study reflects 
primarily perceptual factors in that the experimental tasks were 
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constructed to minimize the mnemonic and stimulus encoding load upon the 
~s. The differences in the shape of the error curves in this paper and 
those previously cited by Harcum (1967) is ~ttribu.ted to the fact that 
HarcU111's experimental task placed greater emphasis upon stimulus encoding 
and mnemonic processes. Therefore, the data suggest that experiments on 
the letter span might better be conceptualized as memory studies than as 
perceptual studies (Crovitz, 1965). 
4) The concept put forth by Ma.ckworth (1965), that the surrounding 
background of letters in a target string fu.nction as a noise,factor which 
limits the size of the·usefu.l visual field, most adequately accounts for 
the data obtained in this paper. With a low visual confusion, or low 
noise condition, the six target positions could be scanned with approxi-
mately equal precision. When searching for the same target letter in a 
high noise condition, the usefu.l field contracted to a width of three or 
four letters, as demonstrated by an excessive error rate among the later-
al target posit~ons. The error rate for these positions climbed to a 
level that the probability of detecting a target letter was much lower 
than a chance level. From the sl:lape of these error gradients it would 
appear that the stimulus string is scanned from the center of the string 
outwards in both directions. 
The experiments conducted in this dissertation suggest several 
future avenues for investigating visual search behavior. One of the 
most promising areas would appear to be a study of the trade-off between 
visual conf'u.sion and scanning time. A comprehensive study of this could 
possibly integrate scanning time, processing rate of the individual 
stimµlus components and visual contusion variables as to the role they 
play in visual search behavior. 
In summary it would appear that the visual system is limited in 
97 
capacity for both the quantity and quality of the stimulus items to be 
presented. A.s this system nears fall capacity, introduetion of ad-
ditional perceptual complexities lead to significant decrements in the 
facility of search behavior. Thus, search behavior appears to be a func-
tion primarily of where, and under what conditions·the search is con-
ducted rather than what i;,he target is and its characteristics. 
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APPENDlX A 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT I 
This experiment is concerned with how accurately one can identify 
the presence or absen;e of a given letter when it is visible for a short 
d\lration and grouped amQng other letters. Your task in this study will 
be to correctly determine if a certain letter is present among a string 
of other letters. 
If this letter is present, you will also be required to record its 
relative position within the letter string on your answer sheet. The 
specific letter you are to identify is designated as the "Target" or the 
target letter. Letter strings will be presented on both a vertical and 
horizontal axis as now shown on tp.e display. (E projects both a hori-
zontal a?ld vertical letter string to illustrateJo 
Your answer shteet is arranged in the same orientation as the letter 
strings wUlappea~. Ea.oh letter string contains eight letters and the 
positions of these letters are represented by the spaces on your answer 
sheet. Mien you see a target letter in a string, mark its corresponding 
position on the answer sheet as it appears relative to the other letters 
in the letter string. If you cannot mark its exact location as it ap-
peared; estimate its position within the string as closely as possible. 
Remember you are not concerned with the'identity of the other letters. 
You only have to determine the presence or absence of the target letter. 
If the letter string does not contain a target letter, draw a line 
through the trial nl.1Il1ber. Remember, not ever:y trial will .contain a tar ... 
get letter, and those which do contain a target are randomly ordered if 
you do not see a target letter for several trials or if several su.cces-
sive trials contain targets. The relative position of the target letter 
within the letter string varies randomly. In summary, not every line 
will contain a target, nor will the target letter appear in the same po-
sition within the line each time, 
Plea.s'e try to avoid guessing. Accuracy in determining the presence 
or absence of the target is important and the time that the letter 
strings are visible is short. 
In this experiment you w.:i.11 have one of two target letters, "E" or 
"K'' \o identify over a series of trials. At the beginning of each 
series you will be told which letter will be the target letter. 
Do you have any questions? 
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APPENDIX B 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT II 
This experiment is concerned with how accurately one can identify 
the presence or absence of a given letter when it is visible for a short 
duration an.d grouped among other letters. Your task in this study will 
be to correctly determine if a certain letter is present among a string 
of other letters@ 
If this letter is present, you will also be required to record its 
relative position within the letter string on your answer sheeto The 
specific letter you are to identify is designated as the "Target" or the 
target letter. Letter strings will be presented on a horizontal axis as 
now shown on the display., (! projects a horizontal letter.string toil= 
lu stra te) o 
Your answer sheet is arranged in the same orientation as the letter 
strings will appearo Each letter string contains eight letters and the 
positions of these letters are represented by the spaces on your answer 
sheet. When·you see a target letter in a string, mark its corresponding 
position on the answer sheet as it appears relative to the other letters 
in the letter stringQ If you cannot mark its exact location as it ap-
peared; estimate its position within the string as closely as possibleo 
Remember you are not concerned with the identity of the other letterso 
You only have to determine the presence or absence of the target lettero 
If the letter string does not contain a target letter, draw a line 
through the trial number~ Remember, not every trial will contain a. 
target letter, and those which do contain a target are randomly ordered 
over the series of trialsQ Therefore, do not become concerned if you do 
not see a target letter for several trials or if several successive 
trials contain targets~ The relative position of the target letter 
within the letter string varies random.lye In summary, not every line 
will contain a target 11 nor will the target letter appear in the same po-
sition within the line each timee 
Please try to avoid guessings Accuracy in determining the presence 
or absence of the target is important and the time that the letter 
strings are visible is shorto 
In this experiment you will have one target l~tter, "K" to identify 
over a series of trialso 
Ib you have any question~? 
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TABLE XXV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR MISSED TARGET ERRORS: CRITERION "E'' 
Source 
Between Subjects 
A (Velocity) 
Subjo W. Gps. 
Within Subjects 
B (Confusion) 
AB 
Bx Subj. W. Gps. 
C (String Position) 
AC 
C x Subj. 
:00 
AOC 
BC x Subj" 
Total 
* = .E. < .,0.5 
** = .E. < .01 
W. Gps. 
W. Gps. 
df' 
19 
1 
18 
220 
1 
1 
18 
.5 
.5 
90 
.5 
.5 
90 
239 
ss MS' F/Cal 
203.32 10.70 
4.27 4.27 0.39 
199.0.5 11.06 
1820.66 8.28 
.589.07 .589.07 97069** 
12.1.5 12.1.5 2.01 
108.4.5 6.03 
343.18 68.64 17.74** 
3.5 • .53 7 •. 11 L84 
347.9.5 3.87 
1.52.73 30 • .5.5 12.08** 
4.2.5 0.8.5 0.34 
227.35 2 • .53 
2023.98 
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TABLE XXVI 
ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE SUMMA.RY TABLE FOR FAISE ALARM ERRORS: 
CRITERION "E" 
Sou:i:-ce df ss MS F/Cal 
Between Subjects 19 ll0.8lO .5.832 
A (Velocity) 1 .003 .003 .0005 
Subj. w. Gps. 18 110.807 6.156 
Within Subjects 300 576.437 1.921 
B (Confusion) 1 60.378 60.378 16.93** 
AB 1 7 • .503 7 • .503 2.10 
B ;x: Subj. w. , Gps. 18 64.182 3 • .566 
';\ 
C (String Position) 7 61.622 8.803 .5,.59** 
AC 7 8.772 1.2.53 0.80 
C X Subj. w. Gps. 126 198 • .543 1 • .576 
BC 7 22 • .597 3.228 2 .. 86** 
A:OC 7 10.672 1 • .52.5 la3.5 
00 X Subj, w. Gps. ~26 142.168 1,128 
t,·: i 
Total 319 687.247 
APPENDIX C 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT III 
This experiment is concerned with how accurately orie can identify 
the presence or absence of a given letter when it is visible for a short 
duration and grouped am~~g other letters. Your task in this study will 
be to correctly determine if a eertain letter is present among a string 
of other letterso 
If this letter is present, y~u will also be required to record its 
relative position within the letter string on your answer sheets The 
specific letter you are to identify is designated as the "Target" or 
the target letter~ Letter strings will be presented on both a vertical 
and horizontal axis as n~w shown on the display& (§ exposes both a hor-
izontal and vertical letter string to illustrate). 
Your answer sheet is arranged in the same orientation as the letter 
strings will appearo Each letter string contains eight letters and the 
positions of these lettelt"s ,,are r~presented by the spaces on your answer 
sheeto When yoiu see a target letter in a string, mark its corresponding 
position on the answer she.et as ;t appe.,rs relative to the other lette.rs 
in the l,etter stringe If.you ca~ot mark its exact location as it ap-
peared; estimate its position within the string·as closely as possibleo 
Remember you. are not (JOnoerned with 1;,he id~ntity of the other letterso 
You only have to detel1."llline the presence or absence of the target letter. 
If the letter string does not con~in a target letter, draw a line 
through the trial numbero Remember, not every trial will contain a tar-
get letter, and those which do contain a target are randomly ordered 
over the series of trial.Se Therefore~ ~o not beo·ome concerned if you do 
not see a target letter for several trials or if·several successive 
trials contain targetse The relative position of the target letter 
within the letter string varies randomlye In summary, not every line 
will contain a ta~get~ nor will the target letter appear in the same po-
sition within the line ea.eh time o · 
Please try to av@id guessing., Accuracy in determining the presence 
or absence ~f the target is important and. the time that the letter 
strings · are. vis:i,ble is sho.rt., · ' · · · · 
In this experiment y©Ju will. have one target lett.er, "K1' ta identify 
over a series ©Jf trialse 
. Do you ha.v~_ any qu~sticl'.l.s.1, 
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TABLE XXVII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR MISSED TARGEI' ERRORS: CRITERION "E'' 
Source 
Between Subjects 
A (Orientation) 
Subj. w. Gps. 
Within subjects 
B (Movement) 
AB 
B X Subj. w. Gpso 
C (Confusion) 
AC 
C x Subj. w. Gps. 
D (String Position) 
AD 
D x Subj. w. Gpso 
BC 
ABC 
BC X Subj. W. Gps. 
BD 
ABD 
BD x Subj. W. Gps. 
CD 
ACD 
CD X Su.bjo 
BCD 
ABJD 
:OOD ~ Subj. 
Total 
* = .l?,'< .0.5 
** = .E. < .01 
W. Gps. 
W. Gps. 
df 
19 
1 
18 
460 
1 
1 
18 
1 
1 
18 
.5 
.5 
90 
1 
1 
18 
.5 
.5 
90 
.5 
5 
90 
.5 
.5 
90 
479 
ss MS F/Cal 
1264044 66 • .5.5 
401.50 401 • .50 8.38** 
862.94 47.94 
4269.82 9.28 
33.60 33.60 12 .. 09** 
32 • .5.5 32.5.5 llo71** 
.50.06 2.78 
2046,oo 2046000 92.71** 
94 • .52 94 • .52 4.28 
397019 22.07 
468.12 93.62 27,.54** 
39.79 7.96 2.34* 
306.14 3.40 
13.67 13.67 3.61* 
10 • .50 10 • .50 2.77 
68.20 3.79 
13.34 2.67 1.43 
.5.,99 1.20 o.64 
168072 1.87 
121074 24.3.5 10.23** 
6.72 1.34 0 • .56 
214.,09 2.38 
20.42 4.08 2.41* 
p.49 1.30 0.77 
1.51.97 1.69 
.5.534.26 
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TABLE XXVIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLE FOR FAISE ALARM ERRORS: 
Source 
Between Subjects 
A (Orientation) 
Subj. w. Gps. 
Within Subjects 
B_ (Movement) 
AB 
Bx Subj. W. Gps. 
C (Contusion) 
AC 
C x Subj. W., Gps. 
D (String Position) 
AD 
D X Sllpj., W. Gps. 
EC 
AEC 
BJ X S11bj. 
BD 
ABD 
BD x Subjo 
CD 
ACD 
CD X Subj .. 
ECD 
ABCD 
BCD x SU.bj. 
Total 
* = J?.< .05 
** = .E. '( .01 
W. Gps., 
Wo Gps. 
w. Gps. 
W .. Gps. 
CRITERION "E" 
df ss F/CaJ. 
19 257.53 13.55 
1 17.23 17.23 1.,29 
18 240030 13.35 
620 746.03 1.23 
1 1.31 1.31 Qo48 
1 7.,44 7.44 2 .. 71 
18 49.47 2o75 
1 52 .. 33 ,52.33 5o65* 
1 4.73 4.73 0.51 
18 166079 9.27 
7 44.64 6.38 6008** 
7 9.46 1.35 1.29 
126 131 .. 68 1.05 
& 
1 2.38 2.38 Oo85 
1 1.50 lo50 0.54 
18 50.21 2.79 
7 3.92 0,56 1.27 
7 8.90 1.27 2.89** 
126 55.71 0,44 
7 13.06 1.87 2.49* 
7 4.36 0.62 0.83 
126 94.49 0.75 
7 3.,46 0.59 1.11 
7 2.54 0.36 0.,82 
126 55.,65 o.44 
639 2279.25 
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